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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1966

Four Teenagers Die In 100 MPH Drag Race
Driver Escapes; Is
Charged With Murder

Progressive Baptists To
Hold Meet Here Sept.6-11
The 5th annual session of the
Progressive National Baptist
here Sept. 6-11, will attract 7.000
or more churchmen, according
to an estimate given this week
by Dr. H. C. Nabrit, chairman
of the public relations committee.

H. C. Cherry. Rev. W. L. Var.
nado is treasurer for the committee and Rev. R. W. Nork
worthy is secretary.
Other local chairmen are Rev.
W. C. Holmes, souvenir progerm, and Rev. S. H. Herring,
co-chairman; Rev. E. V. McGhee, Pro-Musical Program
Dr. Nabrit, pastor of First and Mrs. Nancy Givands
Baptist (Lauderdale), said transportation, and Rev. L. D.
three local churches will pro- Hey. A. R. Williams, concessvide space for the big convention. All official sessions and
the Women's auxiliary meetings will be conducted at Metropolitan Baptist. The laymen's
organization will convene at
Second Congregational Churcb
and the young peoples auxiliary
will meet at Greater White
Stone Baptist.

Five young women accepted
invitations to go riding last Saturday night in a 1964 Cadillac,
and Within a few hours, shortly
after midnight, four were dead
and the fifth in John Gaston
hospital, barely hanging on to
life.

ions. Rev J. E. Clark, divine
service; R. A. Washington,
ushers, and W. A Ambruse,
co - chairmah.
Women representatives to the
entertainment committee are
Mrs. Artie G. Nelson, Miss Mat.
tie . B. Hestbrook, Miss Ruth
Lesley, Mrs. Letha Young
Mrs. Josephine Woodard, Mrs.
Ruby Stewart, Mrs. Louise Nelson and Mrs. Cora Drain.

All of the mothers told the
Tri-State Defender that their
daughters left home before
8:30 Saturday night and said
they were either going to the
store or to the home of friends.

No one could say where the
young people had been before
Dead at the scene were Miss- the accident occurred.
es Alice Mae Scott, 17, daughXII of the victims were formter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Thompson of 1185 N. Manassas er students at Manassas High
Betty Jean Hall, 18, daughter school. All had left school withof Mrs. Myrtle Calhoun. 686 out graduating, and some had
part-time jobs.
Marble, and Susie Childress,
daughter of Mrs. Susie ChildWhen a photographer went to
ress of 732 Zilphia.

Universal Claims
Strikers Replaced

He added, "Our company is
Life Insurance
Universal
strikers said they were ready operating now at an efficiency
to go back to work on Tuesday, which will keep us in business.1
August 16, when the company
agreed to up the $3,000 life in- Some of the new workers, he
surance it gives its workers to said, have come from other
A Pre - Convention musical $5,000, and raise daily hospital
in the South Hall of the Audi- benefits from ten dollars a day jobs.
torium is scheduled for Tuesday to $14.00.
"The mediator was told that
night, Sept. 6. starting at 8.
women have been replacthe
Prof. John Whittaker of LeMoy- But they were immediately
ne College and Metropolitan informed by H. A. Gilliam, ed," Mr. Gilliam said.
Baptist will direct a mass choir chairman of Universal Life's 1
Some of the women had been
composed of singing groups Negotiating Committee that!
at Universal for as long as 39
from member churches of the there were openings in the
years and were involved in the
convention and other churches. home office for only two perstrike in order to get better
sons.
pension plans.
Also scheduled for Tuesday,
1
Sept. 6, is a pastor's retreat. All of the positions vacated -I
Mrs. Jennie Lee Murphy,'
from 9 a. m. to 4 p. in. at when the women walked out on
of Local 367 of the
president
Greater White Stone. "The re- Friday, July 8, have been filled
Office and Professional Emtreat will give ministers the except two, it was declared.
ployees International Union,
opportunity to actually live a
an appeal has been sent to
said
the
if
Thursday
last
day undisturbed in meditation, Asked on
National Labor Relations
the
could
outside
walking
women
silence."
of
periods
prayer and
Board
in Washington, D.C., in
Life"
Universal
about
"forget
Dr. Nabrit said. "They also
get Universal Life
will be served a sacrificial as a place to make their living, an effort to
their jobs
workers
the
give
to
hope
"We
said,
Gilliam
Mr.
meal."
back.
but
us,
they won't forget about
the driver lost control of the
CHARIOT Or DEATH -4
The convention opens official- we had to get somebody to do
Other concessions the coin-1 Four teenage girls rode to
vehicle and crashed into a
ly Wednesday morning, Sept. 7, the work."
utility pole at Crump and
pany has agreed to since the
their death in this 1964 Cadstarting at 9 at Metropolitan.
Main in a 100-mile-an-hour
Mr. Gilliam said the com- walkout on July 8 are job postillac shortly after midnight
The national president, Dr.
drag race with another car.
last Saturday and a fifth
T. M. Chambers of Los Angeles pany hired temporary people to ings, so that women could bid
The driver was only slightwas seriously injured when
will preside. Other national of- do the work for the first 10 for better jobs on the basis of
ficers are Dr. L. Vencheal days, but that when the strik- seniority and qualifications; a
Booth of Cincinnati, executive ers refused to come back dur- grievance procedure; two cofsecretary, and Dr. Gardner C. ing that time, Universal Life fee breaks a day of 15 minutes
went ahead and employed per- duration instead of only one.
Taylor of Brooklyn, N.
at
large.; sons on a permanent basis.
vice
president
Also an hour off with pay on
A former Memphian, Mrs. she received a Bachelor of SciDr. Taylor is expected to be
Mrs. Bernice Bridgeforth, a election days; maternity leave Chrystine R Shack has been1 ence degree. Later she added
the next president of the con- spokesman for the 66 out on
without loss of of seniority and appointed State Supervisor of the Master of Arts degree at
vention.
strike, said the statement was recognition of Local 367 OPERl Business Education with head- Rider College. with adedd study
A welcoming program also is false, and that the workers had as bargaining agent for the quarters in Trenton, N. J., it at. both Trenton State College
offered to go back and remain workers.
being planned.
and Rutgers.
was announced recently.
while something was being
She was former), a business
The final offer included the
Highlight of the convention worked out. But the offer was
teacher at Hamilton
education
will take place Thursday night, rejected, she said, exhibiting a lowering of entrance requireHigh School West in Trenton.
ments in the Retirement Plan
Sept. 8 at Metropolitan when copy of the offer.
Recently she served as Teacher
to make all workers eligible
the president gives his annual
of the high school
Coordinator
I
jobs
two
the
on
Commenting
after one year of service.
address and national officers
Secretarial Work
Cooperative
make their reports. A Tribute said to have been open, Mr.
Program.
called,
was
strike
the
Before
have
only
"We
said,
Gilliam
Hour honoring President Chamwork three
bers also will be conducted that one vacancy to fill now. One of employees had to
least 30 before
at
be
and
years
janitor,
and
a
for
was
two
the
night.
becoming eligible.
we have hired one.'•
General chairman of the local entertainment committee
is Dr. S. A. Owen. pastor of
Metropolitan. Co-chairmen are
Rev. A. R. Williams and Rev.

Carried to John Gaston hospital, where she underwent surgery, was Miss Rose Marie'
Gandy of 1106, Apt. 76. She was
in critical condition with broken hips, legs, pelvis, and intern,
al injuries.

The convention will have two
headquarters, one at Metropolitan Baptist Church and the
other at Sheraton-Peabody Hotel.

The driver of the car, Trust!.
L. Taylor, 24, whose address
was listed as 1304 Horace st.,
came out of the collision with
only minor injuries. He was ar.
rested and charged with second
degree murder after witnesses
said he was racing with another
vehicle.
Although he denied it, police
were told that Taylor was in
a race with a yellow car occupied by two men and going
at a speed of at least 75 mile.,
an hour. Another man walking
down the sidewalk told rificers
he estiznoted the death vehicle
sw abeing driven at 100 miles
an hour a short while before
he heard the sound of the impact.

lv hurt and has been charged with second degree murder. He claims he was not
drag racing.
(Withers Photo)

It took firemen about four
hours to pry the body of Miss
Childress from the wreckage.
All four bodies were carried
to the City Morgue.

Alice Scott
the police lot on Monday to take
a picture of thg death city, he
saw three unm etched shoes
still on the floor of the vehicle.
along with a wig one of the
victims had been wearing.
Funeral arrangements 1 o r
Miss Thompson were scheduled
for Thursday. Miss Scott will
be buried on Sunday following
rites at the Mt. Pleasant Baptist church.

Contacted on Monday, none Final arrangements for the
of the victims' mothers said other girls had not been made
I they knew the driver of the car. at press time.

Patterson Thanks Voters

A word of "Thanks" was ex•, to the many ouganizations and
and
pressed by a young political ne. individuals that endorsed
supported me and worked tire.
his
in
effort.
won
ophyte who
In over twenty years of in- his first, in the Democratic lessly in my behalf.
volvement in business education primary elections recently. He "All of the wonderful resiMrs. Shack has garnered both is Atty. J. 0. Patterson, Jr. ents of this district can rest
assured that upon victory in the
practical and professional experience as: Assistant to the Attorney Patterson made pub- same election in November they
Bursar, Central State College, lic a letter last week in which will have the highest and most
Wilberforce, Ohio; secretary to he said, "I would like to take sincere type and quality of rethe Dean of Students, Hampton this opportunity to express my presentation in our State GovInstitute, Hampton, Va., secre- sincere thanks and genuine ap- ernment. Every effort will be
tary to the Superintendent, preciation for the confidence made to justify the confidence
Manual Training School, Bor- placed in me by the voters in placed in me by the very wondentown, N. J.; secretar y, State Representative Districe 6. derful voters in the Primary
I would also like to say thanks Election".
(Continued on Page 2)
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Newsgirl's
Body Found
On Sandbar

Veteran Member At St.
James AME Is Buried

Funeral services for a longtime Memphis matron, Mrs.
Florence S. McPherson, were
held Friday, August 19th. at St.
James A. M. E. Church, where
she had been a member over
fifty years.

Final rites at graveside were
Mrs. McPherson died Tuesheld last Sunday for an eightyear-old 'Fri-State Defender day, August 16. She was the
newsgirl, who drowned in the widow of the late Mr. George
Tobe McPherson, prominent loMississippi river August 11.
cal citizen for many years.
The body of Ann Marie Banks
Mrs. McPherson was one of
was found on a sandbar about thirteen children born to Mr.
15 miles south of Memphis at and Mrs. Green Scruggs in
noon on Saturday by two Troy, Tennessee, where she
couples out for a boat ride. spent her childhood. The famAlthough the body was badly ily later moved to Memphis,
decomposed, it still was clothed where she met and married Mr.
in a brown flowered dress the McPherson.
victim was wearing at the time She joined St. James AME
Church during the pastorate of
of the tragedy.
Rev. I. T. Jefferson. She gave
The child was the daughter generously of her time to the
of Mrs. Bessie Banks of 388 Her- church and was one of the founnando at. With her at the time ders and only president of the
she disappeared in the river Floral Club and the Child of
was her brother, Freddie Thine Club.
Banks, 10, and Willie -Janies The well-known matron was
Wade, 9. They told police that an active member of the Thrifthe victim was knocked down ty Twelve Club, Rosary Art and
by a wave as she was wading Social Club, Lola C. Byes Serand then swept away by the vice Club, Clare Barton Htalth
swift current.
Service Club. and the Federated
Women's Club
PaWaterfront
the
of
Efforts
trol to recover the body im- gIte is survived by her daughter, Mrs. Mildred Bailey of New
mediately were in vain.

York City: two grandsons, Dr.
T. W. Northcross and Thurman
Northcross Post Office supervisor; two sisters, three brothers, one stepson, seven great
grandchildren, two gran ddaughters -in -law, one step
daughter-in-law, and a host of
friends.
Rev. H. L. Starks, pastor of
St. James, delivered the eulogy.
Interment was in New Park
Cemetery.

G.

it By
Bullet Had
Been To Church
A nine-year-old girl, headed to
her grandmother's home last
Sunday morning after having
attended Sunday school, was
shot in the left leg, and police
on Monday were still looking for
the person who fired the shot
The victim was Angela Lee
of 2252 Devoy, who was en
route to see her grandmother.
Mrs. Georgia Sharp of 90 N.
Main, and was walking with
See page 2

Mrs. Chrystyne Shack
The appointment was announced by Dr. Robert Worthington, Assistant Commissioner
of Vocational Education for the
state of New Jersey. In making,
the announcement of the appointment Dr. Worthington said,
"her leadership and experience,
particularly in the field of cooperative office occupation, will be
a great influence toward the
further expansion of this area
of Business Education in the
New Jersey public schools."
Mrs. Shack is a native of
Memphis, is the daughter of
Mrs. DeLocka Herren, of 1541
Kansas Street. She was in Memphis visiting her mother two
weeks ago. She is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington High.
School, and acknowledge her
debt to Miss Dora E. Todd,
veteran Washington High School
commercial teacher, for giving
her a basic foundation in the
area of business practice and
education.
Mrs. Shack graduated from
Booker T Washington High
School and then attended Central State College of Ohio where

•
p

•

•

•

LEAVING FOR LONDON
Rev. Elmer M. Martin, pastor of St. Andrew AME
church, left last week for

London, England, and the
World Methodist Conference in session Aug. 19-26,
and here he is seen at Men,-

phis Metropolitan Airport.
With him, from left, are
Joseph Martin, Mrs. Mar.

tin, Elmer Marlin Jr., and
ed, Judith Martin and Mrs.
Mrs. Emma Dearth*.

•
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Mr. Rosen, a 65- year - old
jeweler, was taken for $167 by
would give him $2 for every
$1 he could dra wout the bank.
He withdrew $150and gave them
$17 additional which he had M
his pocket. In return, the two
men gave him a handkerchief
containing what he thought was
cook, told police she was ap- $300. When he opened it, all
scraps of paper.
proached by a Negro man in he found were
Police are looking for the
his 60's Monday and asksd if
she wanted a job as a maid at hustlers.
Union Planters National Bank

two children have madia a
quick adjustment to life in
Memphis. Hsiwifei was • student in the same Chinese University Adams attended. Like
him she majored in languages.
He majored in Chinese, and she
Clarence Adams, the blem-I In answer to the questions majored in Russian.
phian who lived in Red China asked last Frida, the youthful
He is still hoping to make conbusy tact with some school or school
unt.B. this Spring, fater twelve former soldier, be is not
clarifying his status as former
years there, had just returned US. soldier, particularly in the system which ca nfind use for
his expert knowledge of Manfrom Washington D. C. last, matter of obtainin gthe proper darin Chinese, the highest form
Saturday when a reporter visi- discharge papers. He says he of the Chinese language spoken.
ted him. He had been to Wash- has been well tretaed since re- His wife hopes for the same deturning to Memphis. He has velopment in the matter of teaPiston on some personal busi.
been invited to speak to several ching the Russina language.
ness.
Negro and yhite religious
The young couple and their
However he was willing to groups. All have reacted favorchildren currently live in the
his
point
of
view
and
to
ably
settle dow nat his residence the revelation of his expe r- borne of Adams' mother, Mrs.
1528 Dorris Street and answer iences. His Chinese wife and Estella Phillips, of 15211 Dorris.
several questions. Th first
question was "What are you
doing now in the way of getting
adjusted getting your family
settled finding work and finding acceptance now that you
have been back in Memphis for
several weeks?".

'Pigeon Droppers' Get
$3,300 During Week

Clarence Adams Still
Searching For A Job

Smilingly Adams answered
the questions in sequence. He
is the youthful U. S. Korean
War soldier who allegedly "defected" to the Red Chinese ati
the close of the Korean War.
He chose to live in China rather than return to this country.
in intervie wsgiven since his return to America in Mid-July
Adams has emphasized the
position that he was not a "defector" from the U. S. Army.
He said he had always wanted
to travel. So after being released as a prisoner of war to
the Chinese he accepted the
choice of remaining in the
country or returning to America.
He remained in China, married aChinese girl, attended a
Chinese university, and worked
as an English translator for the
Chinese government. He never
gave up his allegiance to the
United States. When he asked
permission to return to his own
country, the Chinese consented.
In an interview in his Mother%
home last month, Adams was
asked how he expected to earn
a living. He said hehopedto
asked ho whe expected to earn
a living. He said he hoped to
be employed as a teacher of
Mandarin Chinese in some
American school. It was on the
basis of this background and
statement that the current interview was sought.

The old saying that "You
can't trick an honest man" was
given ne wernphasis in Memphis last week. Four pigeon
drop (swindles) eases were reported duriaa Um week, netting
the perpetrators some $3,300 in
The man, who identified himcash, and leaving several el- self as a porter ta the bank,
derly people stunned and hurt. called her Wednesday and told
could have the job, but
Wednesdya of last week $130 her she
must bring some monthat
she
in borrowed money was taken
deposit. She borrowed
to
ey
from Mrs. Julia H. Savage of
met the man. in front
300 Ingle; and $16 7from Oscar $130 and
bank.
He put her money
the
of
Rosen, white, o f969 University.
in an envelope and gave her
Mrs. Savage, a 65-year-old one back filled with paper.

DARCELONA, Spain — (UPI)
— A group of bandits held up
Santiago Casas Royo, took a
look inside his wallet,
handed it back to him saying,
"We do not rob the poor." The
wallet contained 50 pesetas (82
cents).

then

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS....
EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!
MORRELL PORK
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Smith, Munford, Tenn., is a private
Sr., of 337 Simpson ave., have first class in the U. S. Army
announced the engagement and stationed at Fort Polk, La.
forthcoming marriage of their
The wedding will take place
daughter, Miss Rosetta Love on Sunday, Sept, 4, in the chaSmith, to Herschel Jones, son pel of the Union Grove Baptist
of Mrs. Mattie Johnson of church at 39 S. Third st. at
Brighton, Tenn.
6:3, with the pastor, Rev. A. L.
Miss Smith was graduated Saddler, officiating.
from Father Bertrand High
A recption will be held folschool in 1965 and is presently lowing the ceremony at the
a sophomore at Owne college. home of Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Mr. Jones, a 1964 graduate Benson of 567 Alston st.
—
Two
new
FALL
cordials,
"Chocla
FOR
NEW DRINKS
of George Ellis High School at
les, never marketed before in menthe," are being introduced
the liquor industry. The brands Menthe," and "Koffie Menthe,"
are available in tenths and are being introduced this fall
fifths. The packaging follows by John Kuyer and Son.
the teardrop glassware. Labels These are two completely
give the brands o family look, new types, new drink discoverJacqueline Conrad, 13, of the An
her
investigation
of
and color of each is based ea the product ingredients.
mysterious deat hwas continued,
Main st. address.
The children were on Main however.
between Henry and Keel when Miss Hill's bloody body was
they heard two loud reports like found in an alley near her resiThe Monumental Day Care Center opened
a gunshot, they said, and the dence. Police said Miss Rill apparently fell from a high place.
for Registration August 15, 1966 thru Sept. victim fell down with a small No
marks could be on her body
hole in her left leg below the
to indicate a struggle.
knee.
opens
School
400
p.m.
30. Hours 12:00 til
Police could not say whether
She was taken to John Gaston her death resulted
from foul
hospital
for
information
call
treatment
and
reAugust 29th. For Further
play. Her disheveled appearleased.
ance could have resulted from
Police say an investigation re- her drinking and she could have
all.
to
open
942-3018. The Center is
vealed the child was shot by a fallen during a drunken stupor.
woman who was firing at anoth- police said. Or she could have
er woman with a .22 calibre been pushed from a nearby
pistol.
porch, police said.

Girl Hit

Annie Hill's Death
Baffles The Cops

Gwendolyn Kyles, Director

downtown • anion ave. • toals(hland mull

,

CSS

.B. Sugarman Jr .
WOULD LIKE TO
THANK ALL

frvhson sprcialixts in
aizet 161
/
2 to 32% and
18 to 60.

_

OF

'

THE PEOPLE,
ORGANIZATIONS,
SISTER MARY CHERUB
INA B.V.M. — a native of
Memphis and a graduate of
St.
Augustine Catholic
School was here from Portland. Oregon last week
visiting hr grandmother
Summerville
Mrs. Lola
and her aunt and uncle
Mr. and Mrs. Lake Wright
at 162 Bads, Avenue. Sister
Mary Cberubiaa is the only
negro in the order of the
Sisters of Charity of the
Blessed Virgin Mary which
staffed the extinct St.
Augustine and now St.
Thomas and Fr. Bertrand
Schools. She entered the novitiate in Daboque. lows
from Chicago, Ill. where
she was employed as a telephone operator. Sister Mary
Clienibina began teaching
in Chicago in 1954 and is
presently teaching the third
grade in Our Lady of Peace
&bail in Portland.
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SUPPORTED HIM
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TFIUA1 IrAK
Lb
RIB STEAK tuies.,.'°Steceer.
BEEF TONGUES
55c
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rayon suit
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Ile

FLOUR
5 Lb. Bag
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irt
:
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SUPER KING SIZE
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STEAKS

Deposit

t

YELLOW

SIRLOIN
BONE
PORTERHOUSE
NECK BONES.On het

USDA Choice
Heave Steer
Beef

Lb. 89t
Lb. 99'
Lb. Sin
lb. 19C

KING COTTON

s?EciAL

49

sizes
38 to 52

Plc 58'
FRANKS
SHORT RIBS p°.,c,Bet„149t8.410E,tf29t
4 Lb.
Basket

)Medium Size

300 COUNT

26.00

GOODWILL WILL LONG BE REMEMBERED.

Lb. 89C

Beef

PAPER
1

,

°..P.,

FRESH

VARIETY PACK Ic**"1"8.1Meat.
11.6s.ONLY
tldS1•19
CHOPPED SIRLOIN
15c
CUBED STEAKS Choice. PerLb. 97t

NOTEBOOK

textured

.
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IN HIS RECENT

tb
10 LB. $219
PAIL

trans-season

AND PRESS WHO

69

CHITTERLINGS‘i cDoEPPF'
IESE

.

-

3

TOMATOES
Purple Hull

iria, DA 1 SY I

PEAS tris"°,„.10C

•

NOW SHOWING!

SARDINES FcLAAJlOC
a.
290
freilitypen

AD If P•0 716-18
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"
re,

PEPPERS

SOFTEX

(Continued From Page 1)

Bathroom Tissue

Atomic Energy Commission.
Project Mattehorn, Princeton
University; Elementary To &cher, Hamilton Township School
teacher, principal and co-director. State of New Jersey, Migrant Schools.

4 Roll
Pkg.

She was named "Woman of
the Month" at Rider College in
May of 1965. She is additionally
a member of the New Jersey
Education Association,. the New
Jersey Business Education Association and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. She haw appeared
in both NBC and CBS television
documentaries. "Harvest of
Shame, and "Seed of Progress", which focused attention
on the education of migrant
children.
Her husband is Arthur Shack,
a former teacher, who is now
welfare director for the city of
Trenton, N. 3., where the couple
lives. Mrs. Shack graduated
from Washington High School in
the early 1940's. She visited here
with her mother for ten days
this summer.

Robin Hoods

lovely lightweight two-piecer to wear right

info

Fan

. choose plum or teal blue.

NAIL ORDERS:reicl 5)c postage phis 4% for Tows.derwesi.

"THE WILD ANGELS"
plus "REPULSION"

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 54 S. MA IN
• 527-4136
UNION AVE. • i1v2 UNION
• 27440611
WMITIHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALI. •3284064

EGG ,
PLANT 46 10EA.
46 Limit,
Space Lube
Quart
Ranger

(6 LIAO
10W30
Quart

22
25C

"tifoRTENING 30,459t
7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

STARTS THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1st
FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING!!

I

MOTOR 01
MOTOR OIL

... slenderizing lines fashioned of textured rayon and
beautifully tailored

Garden Grown

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1378 HOLtYWOOD
4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK
973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR
3362 SUMMER
3384 NO THOMAS (In Frazier-Hiway 51 North)
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BTW Evening School
Registration August 26

Chicago during a special etre.
monv unveiling organ. Rev.
Cobb became the first minister
in Chicago to present his congregation with, Lyon - Healy's
magnificent Grand 100, the

High Bail Set
For Three In
Explosives Case

Eight LeMoyne Grads
To Do Further Study

JOBS ARE AVAILABLE

('RITE MASON

Second Degree
Given Memphian
In Little Rock

ME IN THE DEMOCAT1C PRIMARY.

(except
champagne)

Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...

buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is sold.
SPARKLINCO

CHAMPALE.
*Mt r CP01 1• Brewery Of SI,/ int., Trenton 0

A. S. Barboro, Inc.

Phone 527-6813
119 St. Paul
House Of Quality Since 1877

"DON'T DELAY"
CLASS ENROLLMENT LIMITED

Miss Abron, a chemistry major of 348 Fay, will study at
Washington university in S t.
Louis on a graduate traineeship award which carries a stipend of $3,000 and a tuition
award of approximately $2,200.

I WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS
MY HEART FELT THANKS FOR THE
WONDERFUL VOTES YOU HAVE GIVEN

...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted

TSU Grad Training For
National Teacher Corp

Lee Visty Powell of Memphis work a sa member of the Nais now training to teach chil- tional Teacher Corps team
dren whose educational growth under the supervision of an
has been stunted by poverty. experienced teacher and the
As a volunteer for the Na- local school principal.
tional
Teacher Corps, Mr. Pa Teacher Corpsmen are studywinAn eighth member of Le- Three of the eight are
PHILADELPHIA —(UPI)
well
is
enrolled in the pre-serv- ing the problems of the culturalPost-BaccaRockefeller
ners
of
Bail of $50,000 each was set for Moyne College's 1966 graduatfifth ice program conducted by Mem- ly deprived child and are reFellowships,
a
laureate
three civil rights workers who ing class has been awarded a year plan aimed at preparing phis State University, one of ceiving special instruction on
were held for the grand jury fellowship, it was announced' graduates for college teaching the 44 colleges and universities methods and materials particacoross the country currently ularly suited for teaching these
careers:
on charges of illegal possession this week.
children.
training 1,600 corpsmen.
Lillie
Everett,
who
rankMiss
Clarence
0.
Mitchell
of
3106
of explosives.
ed third in the college's social Rochester Road will do ad- After a summer of study and r. Powell is a grauate of TenJudge Leo Weinrott set the science division, has been vance study in history, and filed work, Mr. Powell will be nessee A & I State University
toward
bail at a preliminary_ arraign- awarded a grant covering tui- Leon S. Mitchell of 558 Wicks assigned this fall to a local He will also be studying
tion, room and board for one will major in biology, both at school in a low-income area. a Master's Degree and teacher
dismissed
ment at which he
year at Upland Institute in Ha vex-ford college.
As an intern-teacher he will certification.
three other persons because Chester, Pa. for graduate study
Miss
Harris,
of
602
North
Sethere was no evidence linking in the field of social change. cond, will do
advance study in
them to two and one-hall sticks Miss Everett is the daughter history at Knox college, Galesof dynamite police found in of Mrs. Annie Mason of 658 E. burg, Illinois.
Waldorf and James Everett of
raids Aur. 13.
Train At Night
Gary, Ind.
The raids were made on Others receiving fellowships
Late Evening Classes In
houses police described as the are Miss Emily Ann Pettigrew,
IBM KEY PUNCHING
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Miss Lilia Ann Abron, Miss
Committee (SNCC) meeting Catherine E. Ivy, Miss erna
ARITHMETIC
Royster, Clarence 0. Mitchell,
places.
10-KEY ADDING MACHINE SORTER
Leon S. Mitchell and Miss DorALL OF THESE IN ONE AND AT A VERY MODEST
Those held were John Jen- othy Harris.
kins, Winston Ealy, 23, and Eu- Miss Pettigrew, an
COST
English
gene Dawson. George Brower, major of 818 Polk, received
PAYMENT TERMS ARRANGED
a
26, Carol West, 18, and Eugene grant of 83,0 to study for
Next classes will assemble September 13, 1966-For
a
Dawkins, 19, were cleared of year at Illinois Institute
Details Simply Cali 948.2707 Or 276-4133 Or come
of Tech
the charges.
By 1234 Miss. Blvd. Unien Protecti,,e Life Building
nology.

411•11111111

nounced the appointment of facility at 201 Court ave.
Jesse Jones of 826 Boston st. as
Mr. Jones is originally from
building service foreman.
Somerville. Tenn., a n d has resided in Memphis since 1923,
he
assignment
In his new
Southenr Bell Telephone and will direct building service ftmc the year he began work at
Telegraph Company has an- tions for Southern Bell's main Southern Bell.

Southern Bell
Names Foreman

T h e Washington Evening eligible to attend and register
school will hold its Fall regis- for high school classes if they
have completed the eighth
tration Friday, 26th, from 6 till
grade.
9 p. m. The announcement was Mr
Miller pointed out that
made by A. D. Miller, princithe Washington Evening school
pal.
has been in operation more
All the regular high school than 18 years. This makes it
courses will be offered. Voca- one of the oldest evening
tional courses, an evening schools in Memphis and vicinschool specialty, will include ity. Last year approximately
Cosmetology, brick - laying, 2,100 men and women were
radio and electronics, auto me- registered during the two semchanics. tailoring, printing, of- esters. A class of 300 received
fice practice, shorthand, type- diplomas and certificates last
writing, small appliances, and May.
domestic sewing.
A special service of the
Fees for the regular courses school is the aid it gives its
are $25 a semester per course. graduates in locating jobs in
The school is open four nights Memphis and surrounding area.
per week, Monday through More than 50 per cent of the
Thurday. Individual courses Evening School graduates have
are offered two nights per found new jobs or been upweek. The school years is graded in their old ones after
divided into two semesters. The completing their courses.
Course in Cosmetology is free, It has been noted that more
with payment of a registration than 50 per cent of the lowfee of $5. The radio and elec- income families in this area
tronics courses are ranked as have less than a high school
free, with the payment of $9 education. Mr. Miller pointed
registration fee.
out that the Evening School is
All persons, 17 years old or particularly designed to help
largest electronic organ made
former Memphian, was instra above, married or single, are_ such persons.
by Hammond. Mr. Branch, a
mental in selling the organ to
the church on its 37th anniversary.

NEW ORGAN FOR CHURCH
Benjamin Branch, orchestra
leader and school teacher, of.
fers congratulations to Rec.
Clarence H. Cobbs, pastor of
First Church of Deliverance in

The city hall courtroom was
jammed with spectators and extra police were detailed to the
corridors. More than 100 persons demonstrated outside city
hall while the arraignment was
in progress.
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Viceroy's got
the taste
that's right...

right anytime
of the day

Crtte Mason, Jr., of 1579
Florida st., received his second
bachelor's degree during summer exercises held on Sunday,
Aug. 14. at Philander Smith
college in Little Rock. Ark.
Mr. Mason received his degree "with distinction." a n d
among his teachers was Prof,
Carlon W. Pryor, an experimenter, writer and instructor.
Considered an expert in vocational electronics, Mr. Mason
is an accountant and mathematician.
A member and Sunday school
teacher of Open Door Baptist
church, he belongs to the South
Side Civic club and has been
elected to Beta Kappa Chi, national science honor society.

NEED MONEY—r
Solve Your Problems'

I DO HONESTLY SOLICIT
YOUR SUPPORT AND VOTES IN THE
NOVEMBER 8th GENERAL ELECTION.

RAY BLANTON

With a Small. Low Cast
Real ',tat. Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
4,9Prest.
Cosh Yet
Ms.
Peyinerif
Got$ 300.00.
$ 12.90
$1,000.00
.$ 23.70
81,500.00
4 3(30
$2,000.00..... ..S 45.50
$2,500.00
...S 56.20
$110.12
$8.000.00.

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
(Paid A dye.,is• mend

Dial !A 6.4637
ANY TIME 24 WM. A DAY
"It's Better to
!wow At a Bank"

Here's why: Viceroy is the Mir cigarette blended with natural flavor
fresheners to enrich and improve the true tobacco taste. That's why
any time you light up.
Viceroy tastes rich ...good ...rewarding
C,,rok

.rtieAt

40. arrt

Vo.ainip.... ::144ernr. YMiteett,
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Monumental To
Operate A Day
Care Center

27, 1966

US a11111111•1111 OS its poll and

Controversy Predicted
For 1970 Census Quiz

rens he. an trouble about it.

WASHINGTON — The compu- Asgialbei- schedaled witness beters will soon start clicking out fore the Home ceases subcomstatistics for the nation's costli- mittee, Hey. Cornelius E. Gallagher,D-Ni., warned the beest and biggest head count.
ts beware if inadvertently
The Monumental Day Care
Experts have conceded that
Center will open on Monday, dosisaaMMIS could become lavadlug the people's right of
gelvir7 is a zealous search for
Aug. 29, at 704 S. Parkway east, very controversial.
and registration is now in prog- A. Ross Eckler. director of idariaatisa.
ress, it will continue until Sept the Census Bureau. acknow- Eckler said a study is under
30.
ledged in prepared congression- way to solve a controversial
Parents are encouraged to al testimony his army of coun- question of whether census
register children between the ters are considering questions seekers should ask 205 million
ages of two and six, because that could touch di the loudest Americans in 1970 "What is
a limited number can be ac- outcries heard since the first your religion?"
•
cepted.
census takers forgot to add up Another issue that must be
Children ages two and three the Indians in 1790.
decided, according to Eckler, is
will
comprise the nursery, The census chief did not take whether the federal quizmasters
while those ages four and five sides in the controversy but should require listing of social
will make up the advance nur- listed both the pros and cons at security numbers along with ansery.
asking a religious preference swers to the standard questions
question.
about age, children and number
al bathrooms inside and out.
Prepesents, he said, point to
the haportance of religion in
the email'. He said Canada

Eckler also said religious
practices have important consequences for business and
marketing" and a question on
rel:gion has been urged by businessmen.
Outlining the opposition, Eckler said that a question probing
religion "might seem to some
persons to be contrary- to the
traditional division of church
and state."

'

Willing Workers
Sponsor Trip To
Chattanooga

BABY SHOWER — Mrs.
Single Triplett, Mrs. Suky
Chat Wadley, and Miss
Margie Helm were hostesses to a Baby Shower at
2600 Fontaine Road, Sunday, Aug. 14, honoring Mrs.
Merle Smith. A beautiful

Prayer Week Founder
Tells About Mishaps

that I was all right. I then got caross the street came out on
the idea God chose me to do it., his porch around on ea.m., saw
Ever since then it seems Satan' the fire and then rescued me.
has been after me, but I al- Again I was unhurt.
ways come out all right.
I never pray for God to hurt

By EDGAR T. STEWART

joined church at a very early
Recently someone wrote to age.
me and asked, "Why National
Later I gave myself over to
Prayer Week? Why not pray God to whatever He wanted
every day?"
with me. At the time I was on
National Prayer Week is not the way to becoming a lawyer
to reduce praying to one week. and newsppaerman. Then as a
but is to encourage people who guest speaker for History Week
do not do so to develop the Health Week, Business Wee
habit, and (nose who do to pray and other special weeks I
thought that there should be
even more
one week devoted to prayer.
Personally I was trained to
pray every night before retirI didn't think I should do it
ing. I have now increased myl as a layman. I tried to put it
regular prayers to three a day: to one of the denominational
before getting up in the morn- leaders but could not.
ing, one more time before reThen one night I became
tiring, and then once after middeathly Ill, and after much
night.
prayer and seemingly no reOf course I send up many sults I gave up, and
instead of
others during the d a y and praying for myself
offered
night.
praise to God and got ready to
My moral code has always go.
included a square deal to all,
The sickness went off like a
help the weak, sick and over- curtain rising in a
theater and
burdened. This code I followed j something like a radio in
my
wi a child, even before I brain, not a voice,
assured me

••••••••••••••aommossommasis
Iii
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
in
•

Three great attempts have
been made it appears. I had
a habit, since the loss of my
legs, of sitting by my bed and
A relative of mine went up into
the attic and stepped through
the plaster. It fell with a tremendous noise righ where I
usually sat. It was enough to
kill me, bui I had just gone
into the kitchen .so I was not
harmed.

To you who do not know me,
I am a double amputee with
both legs off above the knees,
in a wheelchair, and in my sixties. This spring, April 15 t obe
excat, I was in bed and a great
fire was in my attic. A man

or
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I SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
is
II
3100 Summer at Baltic
oisuomumumumemmssuemmusse

Once I let a friend have some
money. He had a business and
nice borne. He wouldn't pay his
debt. He lost his business, then
his wife and home, and then
his health He died in an ambulance after being evicted
from the place where he was
living.
An elderly woman could not
pay her utility bills, and I paid
them for her. When she had
enough money to pay, she refused to do so. She lost everything and died under degrading
circutistances with everyone
taint her death as a joke.
I mention this because the
thieves were very busy after
my fire. I want you who know
who they were to just keep
your eyes on them. I feel that
God is going to act. I don't
know how, when or where, but
I feel Hewn

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Joanss coking dinner,
caging the drug store,

OPC3"Ps4

D Oa

ORGANS•PIANOS
SaleseSer•,ce• Rentals

Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins
Ext.

To This

Tri-State
Defender
236 South W41111rstes
Post Offko Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.

IS WAITING FOR YOU

NOW AT
BIC STAR

PLAY ....
"Let's Go To The Races"
WIN UP TO $500.00
"

stirring the gravy,
telling her guests to
make it 7:00,
turning down the peas,
calling her husoand,
arc tossing the salad.
Joan's doing all this
in one spot
Thanks to her
handy kitchen phone.
IN/hat else that costs so ift5e lets Joan do so much

Stories

THE NEW
OthillITY STAMP
BOOK

6

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

AR Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mau In Your Novi

IT'S HERE
IT'S HERM

anyone, but it appears that he
handles some pretty rough who
mistreat me. Two cases will illustrate what I mean.

Then on another occasion on
a winter .night, I woke up and
looked at the gas heater. It was
not burning. I knew I had left
it burning. I adjusted the window for more air. Later I threw
a lighted match toward the
heater. The gas met the match
In the air and the heater started burning gaain. I was unhur.

:CAR WASH $ 25.
•
i Eftettir• November 28 1 965

The Willing Workers Social Annual Women's Day will be
club entertained their guests observed at Progressive Baprecently with a trip to Chattatist Church, 394 Vance Avenue,
nooga.
Sunday, August 28.
The excursion included trips The featured speaker for the
to the mountains, the Incline morning services will be Mrs.
and Ruby Falls. Picnic lunches Hattie Culpepper. The Evenwere served.
ing service speaker will be Mrs.
ern, Mrs. Landis Burnett,
A meeting will be held on N. A. Crawford.
Miss Doris Helms (net on
Wednesday night at the home Mrs. Marguerite Bowie, is
picture), Mrs. Mary Jackson, of Mr. and Mrs. Noble Gatlin Women's Day chairman, with
Mrs. 1Landdle Green, and
at 1123 Vollentine.
Mrs. Mary Bridgeforth as coMrs. Annie Holmes. DisMrs. Clara rlailey is presi- chairman.
tinctive gifts were given to dent of the club, Mrs. Maggie Rev. 0. C. Collins Sr., is pasMrs. Smith.
Lott secretary, and Mrs. Ruth tor of Progressive Baptist
! Boyd treasurer.
i Church.

Easter Saunders, Mrs. Hat
tie Maagnum, Mn. Merle
Smith, the honoree, Mrs.
Triplett, hostess,
Virgie
Miss Christine Helms, Mrs.
-Hattie Clark, Mrs. Bettie
Joyner, Mrs. Penny South-

decor topped with flowers
Candlefeatared.
s as
light dinner was served.
The guests from left t
right were: Mrs. Sadie
Smith, Mrs. Rubye Smith,
Mrs. Queen E. Helms, Mrs.

Women's Day
At Progressive

NOTICE!

This Week Get Your Red
Card Marked No. 16 Channel 5 WMCT-TV At 7 P.M.
Play every Saturday Night
..."Let's Go To The
Races!"

SEE TEEN SPECIALS
AT All HOEHN LOTS!

$100 WINNER

$100 WINNER

Cell Loyd
1763 Rile
Memphis, Tenn.

eosin

Mrs. Mary Buford
Tipton, Tenn.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

$500.00
WINNER

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL WRITE or

WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BH S
INC.

24$ Vanes Ave.

® Southern Ball

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tonommoo
-YOUR Comport, kfiriips WSW You Ask For Aoll
Cows*. Whet Yoe Thialk Ce
411•••••••111•111111

;100 WINNER
T. R. Mayes

1611 Dunnvont
Memphis, Tenn.

Elizabeth Sams
Meridian, Miss.

$100 WINNER
Tommy Hoster
2424 Deadrick
Memphis, Tenn.

••••••
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Reds Belong
To Du Bois
Clubs: Hall
IP,
MOSCOW —(UPI) — Amen '
can Communist Party leader
Gus Hall said m_ny members
of the W. E. B. Du Bois Clubs
in the United States were Corn
monist Party members.

The clubs — one of the spear
heads of opposition to the Viet
Nam war — were named sup
versive organizations by the
Justice Department last year

A

•

CLIMBER SAVES STRANDED GERMANS
American mountain climber Gary Hemming is surrounded by reporters as be arrives in Chamonix, France, after
leading a dramatic rescue mission to pluck two stranded
German climbers from an Alpine peak. Hemming reached
the trapped pair amid a snowstorm and heavy winds, after
they had been unable to descend for eight days, "I never
thought we'd make it," Hemming told reporters. (UPI

Hall said the Du Bois club
had become ..he most influentia
youth organizations in the United States.
"Quite natui ally we have chiclosest ties with the Du Bois
clubs since they occupy a marx•
ist position," Hall said. "Mari
of the members of the Du Bois
clubs have joined our party.

('abiephoto)

Spraying To End
"The fact that youths are
In Epidemic-Hit
coming into the Com
Party of the United Statts is a
most important distingifishing Dallas, Texas
mlinisi

feature of our time," Hall said.
Hall, in Moscow on vacation,
made the statements in an
interview with Kornsomolslaya
Pravda, publication of the Soviet Youth Organizatiot.

Orbiter Camera
Still Isn't
Working Right

I this epidemic that has possibly
Infected 8:1 persons and killed
five.

"St. Louis encephalitis is generally a closed cycle — birds
to mosquitoes to birds. Man
wasn't supposed to "te in the
DALLAS — (UPI) — Dallas
thing at all," Kilpatrick said.
said
officials
health department
of
they hope to have the aerial "The birds — all kind
spraying of malathion to kill birds — can carry the virus
the cities mosquito completed without harm ing themby Thursday or Friday if the selves. They are bitten by a
weather remains favorable.
mosquito, then another mosSix Air Force cargo planes quito bites the bird or another
are being used.
bird or man," he said.
United States Public Health
Service official Janies Kilpat- "For some reason, none too
rick blamed the bird popula- clear in this modern day, some
tion and the spring floods as people are naturally immune to
possible causes of the encepha- this virus."

HAMPTON. Va. — (UPI) —
Space scientists at the Langley
research center said the camera-laden Moon tourist, Orbiter
1, was getting excellent shots of
the moon but close up photoby today at Union Chevrolet graphy was "not working as
used car low monthly notes
ed at Lucky Strike Cleancustomer, who
satisfied
Tommy Grant, Union Chevand see for
2200 Lamar
well as planned."
to fit your budget and easy
Collierville
in
lives
and
ers
a
purchased
ntly
rece
is
ave.,
Lamar
2200
rolet
his
yourself.
brat
to
Try
financing.
you
save
can
Tommy
Tenn.
The Lunar Orbiter had drifted
Chevrolet.
Impala
Ida
1966
new
pictured with Mrs.
Tommy is waiting "FOR
offer — Impossible — stop
big dividends on a new or
to 33 miles away from its mute
Mrs. Randolph is employ•
another
Pearl Randolph
YOU"!
photo subject in the low point
of its orbit, which included a
The Detroit mayor testified complete pass every 209 minbefore the Senate Subcommittee utes.
on Executive Reorganization, The photography work conon which is studying current fed- cludes Aug. 29 but even without
10-yeatttack
an
on
all-out
current
of
critics
National
strongest
the
and
ferencv
—
(UP1.1
WASHINGTON —
picture taking, the sidelite will
urban ills. He then said $15 eral aid to urban areas.
Detroit's mlyor told senators League of Cities, tossed out as- federal-aid-to-cities outiays.
provide key information about
ranging
—
figures
tronomical
decade
R.N.
Javits,
next
K.
Y.,
Detroit
the
Jacob
by
Sen.
billion was needed
the cost over
lie said a minimum of $113 the gravitational field of the
estimain
—
trillion
the
said i:e was not thrown by
of a total campaign to rehabili- up to $1.1
alone. A Cavanagh aide came billion in addtiional federal aid moon, already termed "benign"
tate America's sick cities could ting what is needed for a "re- figures — "not when you con- up with the $1.1 trillion figure was needed on top of current by
Langley scientists.
birth of the American city."
sider the need and the growth
run to 13 figures.
for applying federal urban aic amounts. Congressional comAnalysis work was switched
cities,"
the
country
in
our
of
Mayor Jerome Cavanagh, tes- "That's quite a bit of money,"
at corresponding ratios to other mittees have estimated the ad- here from Pasadena, Calif., betifying in the dual role as head commented Sen. Robert F. Ken- Cavanagh initially placed a major population centers of the ditional need as high as $242 cause the Rochester, N. R.,
billion, he noted.
of both the U. S. Mayors' Coo- nedy, D-N. Y., one of the price tag of some $530 billion country.
photo labs where processing
was done is nearer. In addition,
the project was conceived here
and directed by Langley research men.
The Orbiter was equpipped
with two lenses, ore standard
lens which should be able to
pick up something the size of a
cabin cruiser from its orbit.

Cost Of Saving Cities Put At Trillion Dollars

Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans

MOM

Uninsured Trouble
DAMMARTIN - EN- GOELE,
France — (UPI) — Insurance
adjuster Georges Cotez was in
trouble after police, making a
routine check, found out he had
been driving for the past 10
years without a driving permit
— or insurance.

1.0. PATTERSON, IR.
I would like to take this .opportunity to express
my sincere and genuine appreciation for the
confidence placed in me by the voters of
District 6. My thanks is extended to the many
organizations and individuatS that endorsed and
supported me and worked tirelessly in my
behalf. Every effooit will be made to justify the
faith and confidence of the very wonderful
voters in the primary election.
Pod Advertisementi

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
LEE HYDE N, County Commissioner, would like to express his deepest thanks and appreciation to all of the
Wonderful People, Various Organizations and Press, who
worked hard and diligently in his recent campaign. Your
devoted time, effort and energy was appreciated.
(Nod Advertoserment)

02 in a sencs

Garrett A. Morgan (1877-1963)

It took a disaster
to prove his invention.
25, 1916,a tunnel explosion
trapped over twenty men working 228
feet below Lake Erie. The huge clouds
of smoke, gases, dust and debris made
it impossible for anyone to search for
survivors. Just as it seemed hopeless,
someone remembered hearing about a
man named Morgan and his invention.
It seems Garrett A. Morgan had been
trying to interest Ohio manufacturers
in his device for a long time. It was the
"gas inhalator,"or gas mask,as we know
it today.
Morgan was summoned and quickly
arrived with his brother and two gas
inhalators. Together they descended into the suffocating blackness. The crowd
waited silently at the surface. Could anyOn July

one penetrate the smoke and gas and
come out alive? Finally, Morgan emerged
carrying a survivor. Again and again he
returned to the hole until he had saved
over a score of workmen. This remarkable feat not only drew publicity to his
invention, but marked him a hero as
well.
Morgan didn't stop there. In 1923 he
patented another device—one that may
annoy us at times, but has undoubtedly
saved many lives—the electric stop light.
He sold the rights to a large corporation.
Morgan was awarded a gold medal by
Cleveland for his heroism in the tunnel
explosion, and settled down in that
city where he continued the work he
loved.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STP2.4",HT BOURBON

1966 FORD GALAXIE

JOBS
Are Available
For Trained People
BANK TELLERS
PBX RECEPTION 1st
CASHIER -CHECKERS
TRAIN NOW
TERMS ARRANGED
MEMPHIS AREA ARE HIRING QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. HIGH
SCHOOL NOT NECESSARY. NO AGE LIMIT. DAY OR MITE
CLASSES. AIR-CONDITIONED

Visit or Call

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876

OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO, FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY, 16 PROOF, THE

American in this series.
Send for free booklet containing the portrait and story of each
N.Y., N.Y. 10016
Ave.,
Room
Park
Booklet,
99
1343,
Americans
Write to: Ingenious

COMPARE our '66 PRICES!

527-5508

V-8 with Cruise-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and

other extrosl.

2465

NO DOWN PAYMENT REOUIRED!
We Trade For AnyHling of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.

1966 MUSTANG
With Cruise-A-Matic,
transmission, radio,
tires and
heater,
Other extras!

wsw

2245

D
FF
FOR
HER
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites

458-1151
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SATURDAY. AUGUST 27, 1966

Dianne Briscoe,
lie E. Norman, Mrs. Willie MaeiSpeight,
' Williams, Miss Rose Ann Coop- John R. Arnold, ILL Sdsar Dasr and Ernest Owens, Mrs. Ag- vis.
Miss Marilyn Harris,
Des Johnson with her young
Coledaughter Cheryl; Mrs. H. Clin- and Mr and Mrs. Alton
man
ton Ray, Mrs. George Brownlee. Ural Adams, and his son Offering champagne toasts to
Ural, Jr., Miss Lee Ann Cooper
the happiness of the young couMiss Bertha Puryear. Mrs R.
B. Sugarmon, Sr., Mrs. Harry ple were Mrs. H. S. Gilliam, Carbondale, Ill. S-a v a n na beauticians enrolled in first,
Haysbret, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Mrs. J. L. Brinkley, Jr., Mrs. Horton, 1381 S. Parkway, and', second, and third year pmrogra
Beauchamp, Miss Lynn Howell C. V. Bartholomew, Mrs. Wil- Bennie W. Davis, 8321 S. S t •' and 31 graduates who returned
with Dr. R. M. Tharpe, Mrs. 1iam F Owen, Mrs, Virgil By- Lawrence eve, were among 113 for refresher sessions during
days of t h e IiJ. A. Jonss, Mrs. A. B. Thomas num, Miss gladys Matthews, hairdressers who this weak , the final three
Miss Linda L. Thomas, Mal- Mrs. Melvin Malunda, Jr.. Kr. compelted work in the 1 2 t three days or me school.
com Weed, Miss Jeanette Gra- and Mrs. J. M. Saunders, Mr. Annual School of Advanced Cos-1 RRobert W. MacVicar, SIC
ham, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jones and Mrs. Milton Tureaud, Mr. metology on Southern Illinois! vice president for academic
and Mrs. Emmitt H. Simons, University's Carbondale Cam -I affairs, wsa speaker at graduaand Dr. C. J. Bates.
Edwin PraAlso admiring the many ;a- Sr.. Mr and Mrs.
pus. The ten day school is con- tion exercises in which 11 beaudaughter Peggy,
their
ter
and
ny gifts and messages which
ducted by the Illinois Hairdres- ticians completing their third
Patterson, Jr., and
included a telegram from Pres- Atty. J. 0.
sers and Cosmetologists Associ- year of study were awarded
his sister Janet, and their little tion and Southern's Divis,ion of diplomas by Dean E. . Simon
ident and Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnwho was Technical and Adult Education. of the Division of Technical and
son and gifts from Governor cousin, Bobby Lewis
watching his parents dance; Participating ware 82 1 icensed Adult Education.
and Mrs. Frank G. Clement
and her little
and Congressman and Mrs. Mrs. Lewis Twigs
granddaughter Cheryl Ann
Geroge W. Grider were Mrs.
is visiting her from
Horace Wallace, her daughter Mims, who
Mr. and Mrs. SamNew
York;
Sylvia and her twin daughters
Brown, Mrs. J. C. Bowman,
Carmen and Cheryl Miss uel
Mrs. J. C. McGraw anti Mrs.
man, Mr. and Mrs. Carter, Mattie Shepherd, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mitchell.
was President when she
Clietal Ball of the Mica
ETTES — Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jana Davis Rowan, Robert L. Mitchell, Mr. and
was a member. Left to
Plata Hotel. Mrs. Carter,
Conwell Banton Carter nose
Allen Hargraves, D r. Enjoying the delirious hot
Misses Jacquelyn Brodnax, Mrs
miss
Anne
Elizabeth
former
are
Misses
right
the
with members of the Memand
Mrs.
A. F. Saville with and cold hors d'oeuvres were
SavilMarilyn Harris, Julie
Davis, Peggy Prater, SharCarolyn Buford, daughter
phis Chapter CoEtte Club,
younger
effervescent Mr. and Mrs. James A. Simp
Brownlee, their
Maudette
le,
on Lewis, "Mies CoEtte",
of Mr. and Mrs. Peyton
Inc. and Honorary Co-Ettes
daughter
Nan
Alice
Mrs. Fre- son, Mr. and Mrs. R. E. MeliarMiles,
Linda
Twyla
Sponsor,
Erma Lee Laws,
Leonard Burford, Sr., is
at their wedding reception
da
Greene,
and
her
daughter bane, and their son, Robert, Jr.
Flowers.
graves and Angela
Mae Byas, Sally June Bowan Honorary Co-Ette and
Sunday, August 7, in the
Freda; Michael Green, Mr. and Fenimore Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Leo Jeffrey, Mrs. Allen J. John Outlaw, Mrs. P hillip
Hammond with her parents, Booth, Miss Angela Flowers
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Fisher, Mrs. Victoria Hancock, RichMrs. Artie Roberts, Mrs. J. L. ard Johnson, III, Foster WilHines, Miss Martha Flowers, liams, Major George Robinson,
W. T. McDaniel with his col- Mrs. Louise Davis and her sislege children Ted and Carol, ter. Mrs. W. P. Porter, Mrs.
Irma Moore, Mrs. I. A. Watson
Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins.
The gay reception was fes- Jr., Mr. and Mrs. James Cox,
In a ceremony marked with,ried a bouquet of gardenias. was most becoming and her which provided an elegant set- tive with the orchestra of Floyd MMr. and Mrs. Lonnie Briscoe,
beauty and dignity Miss Anne! Mrs. Rowan came for the wed- young daughter Debbie was a ting for the wedding party were Newman providing the latest their son, Frank; Mr. and Mrs.
Carolyn Burford became the!ding from her home in Grand doll in pink, Miss Cherry Mill- her brother, Peyton, Jr., and songs for the dancing couples Marion Harris, Mrs. Goff Miles
bride of Conwell Banton Carter. Rapids, Michigan where she er, smart in aqua, Mrs. Clif- her cousins Ronnie and Clifford who were Miss Billie Keeble Mrs. C. D. Davis, Dr. and Mrs.
with Atty. Truvillus Hall. Miss Sidney McNairy, Mr. and Mrs
of Atlantic City, New Jersey; and her husband will begin ford Millerin pink with h e r Miller, Jr.
fashion Mose Yvonne Brooks and her Henry Ford, her parents, Mr.
Sunday afternoon August 7, at their teaching careers this fall. children, Christy, Ronald, Clif- Registering the many
guests were Misses fiancee Robert B. Hooks, III, and Mrs. W. A. Miller, all relthe home of her parents, Mr. John Carter, graduate archi- ford, Jr.. and Adrian, all cou- ably attired
and Sallye Miss Mae Byes with Edwin atives of the bride; Mrs. Lillian
Jacquelyn
Brodnax
hte
bride.
sins
of
tect
of
Washington,
D.
C.,
and Mrs. Peyton Leonard Burwho were Co-Ette Sanders. Dr. and Mrs. James Jones, Mrs. Lulah Hedgeman
ford of 1362 South Parkway, served his brother as best man. Mrs. Lucille C. Barbour, the Bowman,
O'Ferrel
Nelson
rendered groom's aunt from Atlantic Ci- sisters of the bride. The pretty Byas, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wil- Mrs. Barbara Sange, and Mrs
East.
ty wore a stunning dress of tur- college coeds were both lovely liams, Atty and Mrs. H. T. Gwendolyn Smith.
The couple pledged their nuptial music on the piano.
quoise and was recording the in pink.
Mrs.
Burford,
mother
of
the
A.
James
Rev.
Lockard, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Following the reception many
the
before
vows
entire ceremony with
her Introducing guests to the re- S. Lewis, whose teenage daugh- friends went to the Burford
bride,
was
elegant
in
an
Oleg
United Presbyterian church
ceiving line was the Co-Ette ter Sharon who is "Miss Co- home to
see the young couple
and a long-time friend of the Cassini creation of pale blue movie camera.
Sponsor
Miss Erma Lee Laws, Ette" was dancing with the off as they
The
groom
is
a
senior
at
crepe
beneath
a
Grecian
coat
bride's family.
were driven to the
Howard university medics in hot pink. ‘‘
teenagers. Mr. and Mrs. Sam airport by Dr. I. A. Watson
The wedding scene before the of beige chantilly lace.
Assisting
as
hostesses at the Helm, cousins of the
white fireplace in the livingl The groom's mother. Mrs. school and upon graduation will
bride: Jr., accompanied by their par
stylish reception in the ornately Miss Twyla Miles,
William 0. ents.
room of the beautiful home res- Alice B. Carter, who c a m e' epter the Navy to do his interndecorated
hall
with
its
gorship.
plendent with French 'Provin- from her home in Atlantic City,
geous chandeliers and mirrored
cial furnishings was pictur- New Jersey, was very becom- Friends of the groom who walls
were several Co-Ette siscame from out of the city inesque with huge golden urns of il ,iy attired in a green lace
ters of the bride, Misses Maud
cluded
another
Howard
Medidress
adorned
with
seed
pearls.
candlelaand
fladiolus
white
cal student, Bill Turner, from ette Brownlee, her stunning
'ante El ;0 loised lemeciaw Bothe mothers wore orchid corMilwaukee, Wisconsin, who is dress of pink featured a jew-1
bras flanking the bridal arch. sages.
the
godchild of Mrs. Marion eled top; Linda Hargraves, in
Judy
Burford,
younger
sister
who
bride,
The lovely young
Harris
and Bill Jenkins, who white lace accentuated with a
of
the
bride was a picture in
was given in marriage by her
is
an
instructor
at the Univer- yellow bow; Julie Saville, a vipink
organza
and
the
bride's
beauty
of
vision
a
father, was
sion of beauty in blue chiffon,
sity
of
Pennsylvania.
younger
brother,
Peyton
Leoin a short gown of candlelight
and Mae Byas stunning in
Alencon lace enhanced with nard, Jr., was handsome in his Among the other neighbors black.
mony
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
D.
first
tuxedo.
The
bride's
older
sole.
seed pearls over peau de
Brown, Mrs. Warner Benson, Other hostesses making a colThe fitted bodice featured a sister, Mrs. Lewis Thomas ,
Mrs. 011ie Williams, Godmoth- orful picture were Misses Robwore
blue.
short
and
neckline
scooped
er
of the bride; Mrs. James S. bie Herron, in regal gold, SiOther
relatives
of
the
couple
Wide ruled and marginal
sleeves. Scalloped lace enhancByas, Mrs. Jewel Hulbert, Mrs. mone McAnulty, whose white
ed the bell shaped skirt. Her attending the wedding ceremoHazelle 0. Lewis, Mrs. Irene dress was set off with a red
veil of English misty illusion ny were Mrs. Minerva Jane
top and Beverly
Sanders. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy sequinned
fell from a crown of encrusted Rounsaville, great grandmothGreene, pretty in beige.
Bruce,
Mrs.
Thrift
Green,
who
er
of
the
bride
lovely
in
pink;
candlein
tiered
seed pearls
hundreds of
a trio of great aunts of the decorated the bride's cake ta- Among the
light.
8
ble, William 0. Speight, III, smartly dressed guests viewing
She carried white tube roses bride, Mrs. Artie Roberts, in
pink lace with matching hat; childhood friend of the bride's, viewing the beautiful gifts were
and gardenias.
and W. A Robinson, Miss Jac- Mr. and Mrs. William Gamble,
The bride was attended by Mrs. J. M. Burford, in blue and
quelyn Brodnax and Mrs. Rob- Omar K. Pressly, Tommy
Mrs.
Rachel
Dillard
in
beige.
Rowan
George
cousin,
Mrs.
her
ert Crawford, Jr.
Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Leopold
who served as matron of honor. The bride's young aunt, Miss
The reception given by the Iles and daughter Rosly n;
She is the former Miss Jana Minerva Jane Johnican, w a s
parents of the bride in the Crys- Louis B. Hobson and his pretty
Louise Davis. daughter of Mrs. most becoming in Kelly green;
tal
Hall of the Chisca-Plasca daughters Clarese and Sandra;
Louise Davis and Edgard H. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ervin,
Hotel was filled with gaily at Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Genette,
Davis, Jr. The petite and pretty aunt and uncle of the bride
the bride's request. Directing Jr., Administrative Assistant to
Mrs. Rowan wore a short chif- from Chicago, her pink chiffon
Reg. 1.17
Reg. 77"
fon gown of hot pink. She car- with the jewel encrusted collar the guests to the reception hall Congressman Gilder; Mrs. WilGet young4ters ready for school now with
a big supply of this notebook paper. It fits
A-ring or 2-ring binders. Pack of 100
ihects, S7C; ream of 0(; sheets, K8r.

Hair Stylists Attend
SIU's Beauty Seminar,

WOOLWORTH'S

Home Ceremony Unites Ann Carolyn Burford
To Conwell B. Carter Of Atlantic City, N. J.

CLAYTON ELAM

StRitit RIM att.

Pt

Would Like To Thank
His Many Friends,
Organizations &
Press,Who Voted and
Supported Him In His
Successful Campaign
For STATE SENATOR

LOOSE LEAF FILLER

57'88‘

eAny building I design will have
beauty and function, but always
with the human touch...
that's a must'
,
eThe gin I buy is London Dry.
Gordon's. It's always brisk,
dry and smooth...To me,
'
,
Gordon's is a must
W Fonwne Jon*" A I A Arciloecr end ChOrmen of Me Bard
Woo -S,de Cnember Of Commerce ol Neer Vote Aren,rectimO Consonant on I nr,n Amence,

Spoelol *Indent notebook

1NIN

COMBINATION
47.

$1000 IN CASH!

IT'S FUN!..IT'S FREE!..IT'S EASY!
• Simply pick up your FREE copy of the new AWARDS & PRIZES
game card at your A&P store. Pictured on your game card are 48
A&P products. With every A&P visit you receive 1 tree concealed
set of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES game slips. Cut off the edges of each
sot to meal the pictitts of 2 A&P Brand Products. lrlf-afe tbese
products on your game card and you're on yaw way
to becoming an AWARDS & PitIZES game winner.
When you fill a straight ime of 7 products horizontally, vertically or diagonal?), on your game card
you win a cash prize up to $1000.00.
Take your winning slips to A&P. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
manager. It's as simple, as that NOTE: THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO
HELP Y011 111111.

A complete notebook at one low pita
You get a 3-ring vinyl binder plus not
paper, loose leaf dictionary, 5-subject
plastic tab index and assignment book.

Weimer
GIN
Gofdon's Cer, c•eated,
London. Enlend
p
IItito.
It's the &nest sell*, England.

"
'

Arne,ca and the world

PIIMMTMILS.LIcesstuttAi SMITS untoHee GYM IS

calosis sir cal co.. ini.timoto.N.1
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Peril Said To Be
Exaggerated By
HUAt Members

Society
Merry
Go - Round

WASHINGTON - (UPI) Deputy Atty. Gen. RAMSEY
Clark said the House Committee on Un-American Activities
was making a mountain out of
a molehill in its proposed ban
against Americans aiding the
Viet Cong. •
As expected, the Justice Deerma lee laws
partment's No. 2 man testified
before the committee in opposito the legislation. However,
tion
"Blessed are they who and Mrs. Ben L. Hooks with
the committee appeared deterRey. Hooks performing the cercan give without remember
mined as ever to approl the
ing and take without forget- emony. The new Mr. and Mrs.
proposal.
ting:" Elizabeth Bibesco.
Grey are seniors at Fisk uniClark, son of Supreme Court
Weddings: Pretty Miss Mose versity.
Tom Clark, was the last
Justice
t
Yvonne Brooks and R ober
Wedding Anniversary: It is
scheduled witness on the bill.
Britton Hooks, III pledged their not often that a man has the
Clark said the legislation was
troth Friday evening in a bril- privilege of celebrating t w o
of free expression, and
rights
liantly beautiful ceremony be- twenty-fifth wedding anniversat ,reat Os the constitutional
fore the groom's uncle. Rev. ries as did Dr. G .W. Stanley,
unnecessary because there is -a
Ben L. Hooks, at the Trinity Ish, Sr., of Little Rock, Arkanpanoply of laws" protecting
CME church.
surgeon,
well-known
sas. The
the national interest.
The lovely young bride is the whose family name is well
"Moreover, however repr edaughter of Rev. and Mrs. Phil- woven into the history of Arkhensible - indeed irrational lip E. Brooks and the groom ansas, was married for twentymuch of the conduct of those
is the son of Robert Hooks, Jr., five years to the late Mrs. Luwho endeavor to interfere with
of Memphis and Mrs. Estelle cille Ish, who was the mother
our efforts to protect world
Shambley, of Chicago.
of his children, Harriett Ish
freedom in Viet Nam may be,
Stan
W.
G.
Dr.
late
the
Walker,
Following the ceremony the
racial discrimination in housing facilities. The Sunday march
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his aides in the Chicago
It can fiardly be considered a
young couple was feted with a.ley, Ish. Jr.. Lucille Ish Matwas met by 1,500 jeering whites.
for a trek through the Deering
prepare
Freedom
Movement
threat," he said.
and
Jeffi
Dr.
Chicago
of
thews
parents
reception by the bride's
"Isolated instances of vain
residential community on Chicago's Southeast side protesting
at the Top Hat and Tails Club-! Ish of Rockford, Illinois, and
just recently obser\ved his
acts by a handful of extremists
house.
Scott and Mr. and Mrs. T. C. to aid the enemy or obstruct
As guests went down the re- twenty-fifth wedding anniversa•
Laney.
our armed forces have failed."
ceiving line they were so im- ry with his present wife. Mrs.1
pl'essed with the happiness of Ercel Ish.
Others attending were Mrs. Clark was more concerned
the radiant young couple that Lucille and her husband,
Horace Simmons, and son about the attention given the
who're
newlyweds, Newlyweds Mr. and Mrs. dress which was adorned by an aunt of the bride, Mrs. Eliza groom.
it was hardly noticeable that Glover,
Horace, Jr., Miss Yvonne Haw- antiwar groups - mostly made
two of the bridesmaids were came down and drove over with Charlie Keeley, Jr., were en- orchid corsage.
Stansbury, cousin of the bride; Others toasting the couple kins. James Moore. Mr. and up of students and other young
missing - the groom's sisters Harriett and Nlaceo for the cel- tertained with a reception Sun- Sharing the happy occasion
Mrs. Donald Johnson, Mr. and people - than what they are
Miss Claudine Stansbury. cous- with champagne were Mrs.
Mrs. Otis Higgs and Miss Pa- ebration which drew about 250 day August 7, by the bride's with the couple were their
Mrs. Frederick Baptist, Mr. able to do to thwart the war
tricia Hooks. However, uponl relatives and friends from far, aunt, Mrs. Callie Morgan at children Timothy, Roy, Karen in of the bride; Mrs. Lucille Gladys Black, Chicago; Mr. and and Mrs. A. J. Roberts, Mrs. effort.
arrival with Judge and M r s.i and near.
Mrs. George Cain's home, 126.5 and James A. Seymour, Jr., Dobbins, aunt of the groom; 1 Mrs. Ammon Jordan, Mr. and Joe Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Willie "That such a tiny handful of
Hooks it was revealed that Patl • Dr. Ish. who along with hisi Effie avenue.
Mrs. Romanita Williams, cousin [-Mrs. Granviiie Hampton, Mr. S. Beard, Mrs. Levy Matthews, people could secure so much atand Linda Keeley.
had just been married between , late brother Jefferson G. Ish.!
Offering congratulations to of the groom'- Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert Hurd, Mr. and Mrs. Minnie Rolciinson. Mr. and tention in so vast a nation by
The couple was married July
the wedding and before recep- Jr.. Vice-Chairman of the:
what has largely been eccentric
in Las Vegas, Nevada. The the couple were Mr. and Mrs. Howard McDonald, cousins of'Mrs. James Allen, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Jackson, Mr. and
tion to Carlos Gray of Cincin- Board of Directors of Suprcme 20
bride is the former Mrs. Mary Markham Stansbury, cousins of the groom; Mrs. Charlene Wat- Mrs. J. M. Sanders, Mr. ancl1Mrs. Raymond Pearson, Mr. behavior is in itself a cause for
nati, Ohio.
Life Insurance Company of ChiSeymour. The bride was the bride who were married in son, the groom's aunt; and Mrs. Willie L. Jones, Miss and Mrs. Evans Bradshaw, concern," he told the comThey were married at the cago. were both Yale graduates Lee
mittee.
attired in a pink June, Mrs. Mary Markham, Henry Keeley, uncle of the Frankie L. Cash, Mrs. Isabela' Miss Dianne Taylor
becomingly
YMCA. Mrs. Quincella Hudson. still practices medicine in LitSouth Parkway home of t h e
See Page 9
bride's par ent s, Judge-Rev.

Reception Held For

The Charles Keeleys

eEven with the simplest water color,
I strive for perfection. It's only
through dedication that anything
,
great is ever achieved"

Etiabl.siltd 1885

When I buy gin, I insist
on the very best London Dry.
Gordon's. It is ideally dry and crisp,
makes a perfect martini.To me,
Gordon's Gin is great gin.”

TWO'S NO PLACE OKI HOME"

Elmer C Stoner, noted artist, author and editor.

LONIORM
Gus
c•eaterl
Grxdon s
Condon. EnVand r 1769.
ttem.•••••'
•It's the b,goest selter England,
Amence and the wand
OF IS.R.10111%NURS1 SPIRITS MALESFM REAM N MIN MINS ON GI CI.. MEN R.I.

••••-•

• s.

1 MORE WEEK TO SAVE!
MANY OTHER BARGAINS NOT LISTED
WHITE FIR STUDS
2.1 Se get.. E -tr.- •
iSRA. I%)

31c

LIfilt?H;S* LARGEST
WORST RONG DEALER

$54.05

"./st-isa
. LIS ea
2--•.01 APRA asloplos
*Awed fllor avettillY .I"
16.4
315.) .

1.01114 HU STUDS
IN Geed Oot'.,
NO IX)

29c

*WATER HEATERS

Draw MIAMI TIN

$41
45 Gel§
t•tt,,,,mt
t -trieva teem, W,79111.
s.
CS'Hoeb) 1199 14.

nu"

GLECHIC MALLON GLASS
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121,.: AUNTS()
A

0
.-••••••• OTHER MONEY SAYING. BARGAINSUlf topio.
C•mp!ete voloisil t.... stow.). loots
Oat

lef-siogGp Yone •lesemos, wisdfows wift stem
0.• 10--elsolielon oriellows oritGeet 59.497 tett

Stt/S
BEBE
$145
SID ti
$11.13

sash, es it

7 ft. i 611" I
4 dews: 1 N 4-.16" Itovverod Witt%
Pitch dot, weiis. sib. isole. 2 sides frio, kin. locios
6 peoel 4eor omit!. mehtlept toed., lost links
LUMBER
'I • .
4 • t. p•A•

20-4
SRA,
MS N.,
2.4 24
:OR
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.
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Y....
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541
VAR

$1.34

Iftedd CD Stfeetini $1.tt
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Copeo•••-•

$27.95M
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OZITI

'AMU..

ltii1NISI410 HIGHLAND
1,9f...91
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TEAR
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WALNUT . ......
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Magnificent 3-Piece Bedroom

1,0001._01nor,.-. c•I.I•
Out STOCK C,•

S3.28

14'T4

'Tr., • 9.4., CAN•'

this magnificent French Provincial grouping in your
Choose from warm and wonderful Fruitwood finish or pretty antique Wh its. Imagine
You will be delighted with the rich graining
Provincial
character.
of
grace
and
massiveness
design
emphasizes
the
in
detail
own home. Every
treasure for years.
you'll
Feminine
beauty
and the warm beauty of Cherry veneers. The antique White will give you

Night Stand $511.

MATCHING =BST

$119.95

TRIPLE DRESSER, ASIRItOR
AND CHAIR SACK BIEL

CIILING 'ILI
'1

ST01111 DOORS
,
. • • -.•1
•
.1•••

Sc

S17.75
r---,• es..NAM re,

,AA*01
, ARA"
••• r'n• OA RA.
' wee le, ••••41
.
- • wall 58.1115. bar g4
so.sro ortssa...

s249"
ONLY.51000 DOWN-

rtv Am.c.ottomotts,

;179

1...4 4441.••• SW tort, 41, 4•141 •••1 foie,. 1
Am.- 'ent •IA.A.., .
iv' -.' -...
In I. II 1 r.r• 1,44 4414 .1,* soclude 1
OMNI' No mter.

DOWNTOWN STORE

PARK AVE. STORE

SUMMER AVE. STORE

WHITEHAVEN STORE

157 South Main Street.

3015 Park Ave.

3432 Summer kood.

4212 Hiway 51 So.

Phone 526-5906

Phone 323-7656

Phone 452-7308

Phone 396.9496

Me PARKING AT ALLENIERG'S,0 SEALE

FREE STOltE.SIDE PARKING

FREE STORESIDE PA`,KING

FREE STORESIDE PARKING

r

HYMAN BUILDERS SUPPLY,

nn

'THE MOST TALKED ABOUT BEST SELLING FRENCH PROVINCIAL DECORATOR COLLECTION OP ALL.

KILDINATOR

n;.,'"" $19.95•
MN.,

S139.95

COLOR TVs
(WE'VE GOT 'EMI

$41.95M
FIBIRALASS INSULATED I

and thetvannatotBlircaitheaiseiterryregaily reflected in this exquisite bedroom sake

APPLIANCES wad TVs
11 CUING 11T.

SNEETROCE
4 4112
1
/

SACS
INS4*750

FRENCH PROVINCIAL

3 F ICI BATH SIT
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Couple Moves Back To
Memphis After 33 Years

— The Sunshine Band of
But Trigg Baptist church
recently presented a Tom
Thumb wedding under the

direction of Mrs. Lelia Turner. Participants seated
from left include Vincent
Turner, Joyce Bland, Berry

Lullen Lyn Lunen, Patrice
Best, Bridgett Turner, Phyllis Parson, Bradley Talbert,
Eely Dotson, Paula Dotson,

Jerry Melons- and Palmer
Lunen. Standing, same order, are Clarence Talbert,
Janice Benham, Pamela

Fletcher, Portia Parson,
JuanElaine
Lunen,
ita Bland and Christopher
Doreon, bride and groom;

Victoria Williams, Scnati
Best, Maria Carter, Sandra
Parson, Michael Lunen, Angela Smith and Terrell Catron.

Mr. and Mrs. Czolgss L. ColeThe couple Illta active in
community and civic afmany
m anhave returned to Memphis
fairs and participated in sevyears
33
of
after an absence
eral drives.
and are now residing at 166
He has just finished a term
Golf Club circle.
as worshipful master of Shiloh
During that period of time, Lodge No. 53 F and AMPHA
the Colemans lived in N e w of Englewood, N. J., and she
York for 23 years, and since has just completed two terms
1954 had been residing in New as worthy matron of the Queen
of Sheba chapter of OESPHA.
Jersey.
The Colemans were guest at
Mr. Coleman worked in the a number of parties in Englefield of music when he first wood before returning to Memwent to New York, and, then phis.
for a meat packing company
Among their guests since refor 30 years before his retire- turning to Memphis were Mr.
ment last December.
and Mrs. H. G. Wilson, who
were here two days. and a
and
Mrs. Coleman devotMr.
number of other guests.
ed a good portion of time to
helping to build the First Baptist church in Englewood, N.J., TEA BREAK
and helped to build a new
—(UPI) —Raychurch which will be dedicated LONDON
in September. He was vice mond Ashbee, a 64-year-old
chairman of the Board of Trus- railway signalman, delayed
tees and president of the Men's thousands of rush hour comclub Mrs. Coleman was presi- muters in 150 trains when he
dent of the Baptist Women's decided to take an unscheduled
20-minute tea break.
League of the church.

41.11.11111==.1111‘
A.W. WILLIS

Armed Forces To 'Salvage' Draft Rejects
It's A Part
Of The War
On Poverty

or policy shift, announced that
100,00 draft rejects tkould be
taken into military service an
nually in the future to "sal.
vage" them for society.

McNamt.ra, in an address before the veterans of Foreign
Wars annual convention, placed
—(UP!) — the move entirely in the context
NEW YORK
Defense Secretary Robert S o America's fight against poi,McNamara, in a dramatic maj- erty.

•

Would Like To Express
His Sincere Thanks To
All Of The People Who
Voted And Supported
Him In His Successful

that the giant U.S. Military esHe said the Armed Forces tablishment would become a
aci7anced educational and medi major arm of the War against
cal techniques .1.Fould salvage' Poverty. McNamara said the
these young men "for produc- the .00ld new plan would require
tive military careers and later no additional money and no new
for productive roles in society." legislation.

be selected annually later, the
Currently, the military rejects
said:
600,000 young men annually for department
failure to meet minimum men- "The first 40,000 will pass one
tal and physical standards.
or more of our present aptitude
Neither McNamara's speech tests. For the (remaining) 60,nor a subsequent statement by 000 men we expect to develop
the defense department made better measures of learning alitMcNamara said intensive in- clear bow the first 40,000 men lities than .present . aptitude
He said 40,000 young men who
fail to meet current mental and struction in the military's far to be rehabilitated within the tests."
physical standards will be taken flung schools — "the largest next 10 months will be selected.
into the military during the next single educational complex the This could be either by exams- McNamara devoted a goodly
10 months and accepted there- world has ever possessed"— nation of the records or by portion of his speech to critiafter at the rate of 100,000 a and health care would bring the additional testing.
cism of today's teachers. He
former rejects up to current
year.
said too many of them label
The announcement meant standards.
Commenting on the 100,000 to slow or hostile students as low
aptitude learners when in fact
•
the instructor is a "low aptitude
teacher."

1Bid In The Recent
Election for
STATE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
A, W. WILLIS

Paid Adv. )

HOUSE UNIT PROBES

JACK RAMSAY

Do Federally Purchased
County Commissioner Wishes
Texts Degrade Negro?
To Express His Sincere
Thanks And Gratitude To
All Of The People And
Press Who Supported Him
In The Recent Election.
[ Paid Adv. j

WASHINGTON (LTI ) — A
House Education subcommittee set out to discover whether
school books purchased with
federal funds still picture the
Negro as a happy-go-lucky
cotton picker.
The inquiry, beaded by Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell, D.N.Y.,
seemed likely to add a new
dimension to the current controversy over administration of
the $1.4 billion federal aid program for elementary and secondary schools enacted last
year.
Congress provided ON mil-

Hints for
Homemakers
WM LAMM
on
Children aro estremely aware of visa gees
adults
around them. Probehly more than we
Peelle&
This wee proem to me the other dew
at
friend's four-year-old daughter. Sbe 101111110
yon
like
I
Kaiser,
"Mrs
said.
smiling,
me and,
nice."
'sense your mouth always smells
with
I told her I brushed my teeth regularly
you
STRIPE. Very puzzled, she replied, "Butlittle
ean't use STRIPE--it's made only for
kids like me."
taste
I explained to her that adults like the
a magic
of STRIPE, too. I told her that it has
tooth
formula which gives you the benefits of a
paste plus mouth wash.
Although she isn't convinced that Lever
in mind
Brothers had adults as well as children
me it
when they invented STRIPE, she toldI didn't
as
long
as
it
use
to
me
for
right
was all
tell anyone.
"Why?" I asked.
how
"Well, if all those big people find out and
all,
it
buy
they'll
tastes,
'nod STRIPE
there won't be any left for us little kids!"
Awareness!
So, please be kind,
big people ... buy
STRIPE.but save
some for those
"little people."

['Stripe

"All that glitters is net gold". .. Of °owes
not.. It's laundry just washed with new triplestrength liquid WISK.
Do you blow why? Because WISE puts
three times the strength of laundry powders
right where the dirt is.
for
Here is an amazing little experiment
regular
you to try next washday. Take your
laundry powder . . . but instead of the usual
fact.
cup or so, double it or even triple it ... inyourget
If you can, use a truckload ... then
with
self a half cup of liquid WISK, coupled had.
the biggest laundry problem you have ever
The results: Even with a truckload of laundry powder, you etilliesn not get
elothes as clean as with new liquid WISE.Why? Because WISE
dose not have to dissolve like
powders
For extra-dirty places that need
stronger cleaning, just pour
WISK directly on the spot and
pour the rest into your machine.
Lever Btothers guarantees
amazing "glittering" results.
Save yourself — put new liquid
WISE'.triple strength where the
dirt la,

Self-oostideneeettd=
we a meat in my
=I WM.
111.16

, I am
son.
eonstantly oaths go...
meetings, lectures,
workshop& eta Sometimes, I leave my hotel
early in the morning and find it impossible to
return until quite late in the evening.
Now, this could pose serious problem. V
you know what I mean ... except that I start
every day with a LIFEBUOY shower.
LIFEBUOY is the deodorant soap that plays
a very important role in my active life. It
gives me 38 hours of deodorant protection that
I can count on.
LIFEBUOY contains a lot of deodorant ...
50% more than ever before to proteet your
body from germs that cause odor.
I can "knock on wood"...through a those
busy hours, LIFEBUOY has not failed me yet.
Besides, it is gentle, very good to my akin.
If you find it hard to believe that any soap
ean be so great, why don't you give LIFEBUOY•trial run, as I did?
Lever Brothers unconditionally guarantees
that you will be the "picture of poise" .., or
your money will be refunded. Just use LIFE,BUOY "88" regularly.

Father's Day was one of the
most memorable days of this
season, not only for my husband
and my 14-year-old son, but
also for me. You may think it a
bit strange that A mother would
put so much emphasis on "Dad's
ay.,.
My son presented his father
with an electric shoe shiner, and
after "testing the product" and
"thank-yous" were said, my son
handed me a package. Overwhelmed I oned my
.
bottle of DONM-FOR-DIrlitiia
Beaming, Rielgr volunteered,
"Mom I wanted to buy Dad somethtng to keep
him well groomed. Well, I didn't want to leer*
you out. As I see it, soft hands are part of a
woman's grooming. So use DOVE. Mom, with
my compliments."
Of course, I hadn't the courage to tell my
son that I was very well stocked with DOVE.
But he's right, you know. Soft hands are a
"must" for proper grooming.
Every drop of new DOVE-FOR-DISHES
ham a skin-lotion ingredient built right in.
Yee, I'm proud . . . proud of my hands. my
sparkling dishes and my eon. And I'm deligheed
DOVE. Yon will be. too.

lion in the school aid law for
the purchase of library and
textbooks and other teaching
materials for both public and
private schools. Authority for a
second year of the program is
awaiting congressional action.
Powell scheduled five days of
hearings on the operation of the
entire book-purchase program.
The emphasis was on the question: '.What is being done about
racially distorted and offensive
textbooks and biased library
books which depict minority
groups solely in an inferior and
subjugated position — or even
worse, ignores them altogether."
Powell's reference was to
school books — from basic
readers to high school histories
that depict Negroes only as
-

menials or fail to recognize Negro contributions to American
progress. Critics of these books
argue that this treatment gives
white children a distorted view
of the world and robs Negro
children of pride and • sense
of belonging to their society.
But the inquiry also opened
the question of federal censorship.
The school aid law expressly
forbids federal intervention in
educational
local
policies
Southerners already are charging that the U.S. Office of Education has violated that provision by withholding funds from
schools it finds to be practicing
racial segregation. Federal officials reply that they are only
complying with the 1964 Civil
Rights Act's ban on aid to
schools or other institutions
MERRY-GO-ROUND
practicing discrimination
The investigation also was be
Continued From Page g
seek information on whether
teaches
1sh
tle Rock and Mrs.
the teaching materials being
school.
purchased with federal funds
There is a Jefferson I s h are up-to-date and take advs.School in Little Rock, which tare of pioneering methods and
was named for Dr. Ish's father,
whether school book publisher'
a renowned educator.
have inflated their prices now
Baby Talk: The Rev. and
that money from Washington is
Mrs. J. Cortez Atkins are the
available.
parents of a baby son, named
Powell invited a long list of
Christopher Alston who made
school adhis arrival July 19, at Crump parents, educators,
of the
officials
and
ministrators
Hospital. Fr. Atkins is the recindustry to
tor of Emmanuel Episcopal book publishing
Church and they are the par- testify.

ents of two other little ones
Keron Juanita and Jarrette.
.1r
Birthday Party: Cute Candy
Walker won't have to say "I'm
nine most ten" any longer,
for she was ten Sunday and
celebrated her birthday Wednesday prior on her natal day
with a slumber party to which
the following little lovelies
came over to eat hot dogs, pop
popcorn, eat ice cream and
cake endlessly, play games and
dance were Cynthia Mayweather, Donna Osborne, Judy Burford, Phyliss Weaver. June Bullard and Jackie Atkins.
Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke
(Mattie) and Mrs. Samuel B.
Kyle (Gwen) were co-hostesses
to
the
Saturday Luncheon
Group with an old fashioned
backyard outing at the Sengstackes' Saturday at noon.
To make things authentic
some of the ladies brought
their favorite dishes. There was
a freezer oF homemade Ice
cream with which the femmes
took turns cranking, there was
licorice and rock candies, delicious pound cake, mouth watering Southern fried chicken, music and iced tea all reminiscent of the old-fashioned family gatherings.
The dutch treat luncheon benefited the Monumental D a y
Center which is under the aus.
pices of Monumental Baptist
Church of which Gwen's husband, Rev. Billy Kyle is pastor.
Adding another note of seriousness was a representatitk
of the Negro Heritage Library
who was demonstrating t h e
books for the ladies.
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Cokes, Gonzalez Set For Title Go

PORTS
HORIZON

NEW ORLEANS —(UPI) — sina,
Curtis Cokes and Manuel Gon- "We would like to defend the
zalez are all set for their title in Dallas, or here," said
Wednesday
- night
world Lord, "Dallas has never had a
welterweight championship bout
in Municipal Auditorium.

By SILLUTTLEIIIIMOMMIININ
HOUSTON, Tex. — I saw my a relative humidity of 50 perfirst baseball game last week cent. For baseball, the distance
in the fabulous Astrodome and from home plate along foul
perhaps it was a good omen for lines is 340 feet. The power a
the altering A ostrsw ho had leys in left and right center are
woo only eight of their last 34 390 feet and direct center field
games. The occupants of the is 406 feet.
SKY BOIL'S
ultra modern indoor arena
The stadium features five dinknocked off the Cincinnati Reds
5-4 with a late game rally last ing areas in ad4ition to concesThe principal producers of the California CacoThursday night. The As tres sion areas on each level of
went on to sweep the four game seating. The private stadium phony may be loosely identified as Reagan's Rovers awl
series over a Redieg nine who club (The Astrodome Club), a the Yakkity-Yak Artists from Riotsville.
They are,
mnay predicted at the begin- public cafeteria (Colintdown
seemingly, divergent groups. But close inspection
ning of the season would win Cafeteria), a public westernstyle dining room (Trailblazer), reveals that they're closer than two hands at midnight
the pennant.
The game was far from being a sidewalk cafe-type restaurant in a weird alliance.
exciting as fans, some showing (Domeskeller) in center held,
their dispapointment of the re- and a deluxe private dining
Reagan's Rovers are Caucasian bigots
cent Houston slump after a fast area on the top level (Skydome
who are, among other negatives, intent
start prior to the All-Star game Club) provide excellent and
on scuttling Negro progress. "Negroes,"
break, really le out with the varied eating facilities.
The most expensive seats at
boos after some sloppy play
they say, "are ruining the state and
around third base by Bob As- most ball parks are the box
something's got to be done." And:
promonte. As it turned out for seats located close to the play"These people burn and loot and get
the 15,000 partisans and visitors ing field. hTis is just the opit was a miscue by Cincy sec- posite at the Astrodome where
people killed . . . they don't want to
ond-baseman Pete Rose who the most exclusive seats are
work;
they can't do anything for Calithrew wildly past third trying found at the highest level anti
fornia;
they just lie there, waiting for
to get shortstop Sonny Jackson are reached by private elevathat sent the fans through a tors. The sky boxes are sold
'another excuse to throw a brick."
change of conented pessimism privately on a yearly basis.
The Yakkity-Yak Artists from Riotsto an exhibition of demonstra- Boxes of 24 seats sell for slight- DOG YOUNG
ly less than $15,000, and boxes
tive jubilation.
ville are so called black segregationists
The management was so ela- with 30 seats sell for $18,600.
ted over the win after the At- There are also two 54-seat and "whitey"- haters who, while claiming a positive inlanta Braves had won in a boxes with larger adjoining terest in Negro welfare, unwittingly (maybe) are
series with the Astros earlie rooms. Each box is adjoined moving heaven and earth, plus hell, to get
the Rovers
rin the week, the scoreboard with a club romo, lined with
which usually goes into its wild wall-to-wall thick pile carpeting elected to political office. They pretend that up until
antics only after Astros home- and equipped with telephone, 30 minutes ago, no Negro leader ever did anything
runs, wases toff to emphasise radio, television, toilet, ice- worthwhile. They claim that the
NAACP never
the end of the victory drought maker, bar and beautiful furniexisted,
that
all
those
adult
education
classes were
SOME FEatTURES
ture. For those who wish t odo
The citizens of Harris County so, they can watch the game on never available in Watts, that wanton killing and
made possible the construction closed circuit TV in their box. pillaging and burning were glorious exercises
in meloof the air-conditioned domed
GOT "BUGS" OUT
dious
expression
because
"now,
the
man
pays
attention
all-purpose stadium by agreing
There had to be two major
in a referendum to finance the changes in the "8th Wonder of to us."
$36 million construction cost. the World" since the Yankees
On a recent night, Pete Hamill, a New York
The Houston Sports Association, and the Astros played the first
which leased the property from event in the completed stadium writer, tuned into Ronnie Gibson, one of Watts' new
Harris County for 40 years, has April 9, 1965. The dome had to
added $6 million in furnishing, be painted when the glare from breed. Ronnie got to sounding off about "whitey"
the 53 private rooms, the $2 the sun caused fly chasers to being afraid of this and that. "Whitey was afraid
million scoreborad and other misjudge fly balls. After hav- of real black heroes," Ronnie said, the taste
of beer
improvements. Tbe NSA owns ing some difficulty growing a
the Astros and pays an annual sturdy turf Judge Roy Hofheinz in his mouth, "of dangerous black heroes. So he Save
lease fee of $750,000 plus all President of the Hodston Sports us Stepin Fetchit and Jackie Robinson."
operating cost.
Assoriation, lontradted with a
Stepin Fetchit and Jackie Robinson? Anybody
Outside diameter of the sta- chemical company to develope
dium structure is 710 feet and the now famous artificial astro- who teams those two is either out of his mind or
the floor of the stadium is about turf. It gives the infield and
making a desperate pitch for national publicity. He
25 feet below storm ground outfield a pool table finish. The
level You can stand an 14 turf is placed on
a rubbery has to be labeled, in either case, irresponsible. White
story budding behind second base. The turf gives a true people obviously have wronged Negroes in many ways
base and not touc hthe top of bounce but many National
and areas. But you cannot be sincerely interested in
the aleme.
League players don't like it
There ore 41.000 cushioned, claiming the ball jumps off the Negro welfare and blaspheme the greatness and imupholstered theatrical type turf faster than natural grass. portance of Robinson by alligning him with the crappy
seats and 4,000 pavilion seats
The Astrodome may just be Stepin Fetchit image.
Not even Aunt Jemima. and
that have cushioned upholstered the beginning for indoor arenas
seats and wooden backs. The for baseball and football. New Liz T. were ever more dissimilar.
seating capacities are 45,000 Orleans had already drawn up
But that's the way things are going with the
for baseball, 52,000 for football, plans for its Sportsdome with
60,000 for conventions and a the people's approvla of a bond Yakkity-Yak Artists from Riotsville these days. You
maximum of 66.000 for boxing issue the only remaining bar- almost have to
believe they spend hours each day
or like event. To convert from rier. Nearly 500,000 tourists and
baseball to football seating, one others were attracted by the practicing their scowls for the expected Life photograhas to press a button and stands Astrodome tours which helped phers. Like Ronald Reagan, they're second-rate actors
holding 10,000 seats will move to attract over four and a half who're proving their
stupidity by producing multiparallel the football sidelines. million persons to the Dome in
millions
worth
of
free
TV "entertainment" and by
Some of the events hel din the its first year of operation.
Astrodome have ranged from NEW SWAC COMMISSIONER making every Caucasian writer who says. "Hello,"
Billy Graham Revivals to Por- The Southwest Athletic Con- rich from books and
magazines. That's how smart
tugese bullfights.
ference coaches named Leonard
The 6,600 tons of coiling cepa- "Booby" Barnes of Shreveport, these babies are.
city allows smoke and hot air, La. to succeed D.R. William
America's humanistic potential is symbolized in
to be drawn out through the Caldwell as Commissioner of
roof. The stadium tempertanrel Officials last week at its an- baseball. It is not yet perfection. But on the field,
is regulated at 72 degrees andh nual meeting in Galveston.
during a game, baseball exemplifies best the teaming

The Fiction Talkers

SF Still Covets
Japanese Hurler
TOKYO — (UPI) — Southpaw Masanori Murakami, who
as the first Japanese to play
in the major leagues did some
nice relief work for San Francisco in 1964 and 1965, appears unable to realize an ambition
which led him to leave the
Giants.
The 22-year-old pitcher had
a chance to remain with San
Francisco but decided to play
with the Nankai Hawks of Osaka this year because he thought
he would be used as a starter.
Hawks manager Kazuto Tsar
ruoka used Murakami as a
starter early this season, but
he was hit hard so Tusruoka
changed his plans. In 36 relief
appearances since then Murakami has won six games and
lost one
Enjoying a six-game lead evesthe second-place Tod Flyers
in the Pacific League, manager
Tsurnoka gave Murakami a
chance to start ix a game
against the fifth-place Rankyn
Braves.
The Braves got a single, a
double and a triple off Murakami to score two runs in the

I Wish

second inning, but the manager
stayed with him. Murakami
was sent to the showers when
he yielded another run on a
double and single in the sixth
and was tagged with his second
defeat of the season.
Murakami has come through
with effective relief work during the past month, and manager Tsuruoka told baseball
writers that he would depend
much on the strapping lefthander in his drive for the pennant.
So it appears that Murakami's
forte is relief pitching, and
there is a* reason why he
should aspire to be a starter.
liehas gained the respect of
his teammates as a stopper,
particularly against lefthanded batters.
And be still hsa the confidence of teh National League
Club in San Francisco.
A San Francisco newspaper
recently quoted a Giants official as saying Murakami was
still on the Club's reserve list
and would be welcomed back
anytime he decided to wear a
Giant's uniform again.

to Express My Appreciation

of American races in productive harmony. Integrated
baseball is one of the nation's greatest pluses. It
exists because Jackie Robinson proved he could do
what most of the Yakkity-Yak Artists cannot. And
that is . . . produce something of value under the
rules of stiffest competition with the chips down
all the way.

Bum Elbow Or No, Sandy
Sandy Koufax is great only
AgainstCincinnatilast
because of an arthritic left el- Wednesday, be felt a twinge
in
bow. Without it, he'd be super.
the
third
inning
and
left
the
The million dollar arm on the
$125,000-a-year southpaw w o n game in the fifth, suffering from
HS 20th game of the season. terrific pain. In the clubhouse —
limiting St. Louis to six hits and besides soaking his arm in icefanning 10 Sunday in a 4- Los water as usual — Koufax
reAngeles victory.
ceived
a
shot
of
cortisone
to
inA THREE-TIME 20-game winner, Koufax' feat is amazing hibit the pain and swelling.
considering the condition of his BECAUSE OF THE intense
arm. Suffering from traumatic pain and the possibility of windarthritis in his elbow, Koufax ing up permanently crippled in
goes from start to start never his left arm, Koufax has conknowing "when my next pitch sidered quitting.
will be my last.
"It's a matter of how long I
ties in March, W5, "AM! It can stand the pain. By continhas."
uing to pitch as I'm doing,
"They said it would get pro- there's a chance I may do great
gressively worse," said Koufax, permanent damage to my arm
who first learned of his condi- like this," Koufax said, bending
tion in March, INS,"and it has.' his arm into the better "L".

New Subscription Order

Election, At Which I Was Successful
In Being Elected to the Shelby County
Quarterly Court
(Pod Adv.)

JESSE H. TURNER

title fight of any kind, to my! "But," he added, "New Orknowledge, and it would be leans has been great to us. We
great for Curtis to ugnt as a feel at home here. You can bet
if we win we'll be back."
champion at home.

ardinals Hope To Break'
Att
endance This Week

Lou Vicusi, Gonzalez' manager and manager of world
champions Willie Pep and Joe
Brown announced that Gonzalez
has been offered $40,000 to fight
Jean Josselin in Paris if he
wins.

'

Cokes' manager, Doug Lord,
denied a report Cokes has a
S20,000 guarantee to defend his
title in Dallas, should he win.

ST. LOUIS —(UPI) —The 1,430.676.
St. Louis Cardinals "hope to Baseball has cutdrawn so far
But both managers said they break" the baseball attendance two National Football League
have no definite plans.
involving St.
record for all - time here in exhibition games
Louis, Atlanta and Baltimore.
Vicusi said promoter Lou the series with the Pittsburgh
a soccer game involving tourMessina may want the winner Pirates on Sunday.
ing Europeans, the new stadito return for a New Orleans
um dedication "and the Beattitle defense. Messina answered "Baseball isn't taking a back
seat to any sport" a Cardinal les," which attracted 25,000
in the affirmative.
Sunday night.
spokesman said.
"That Frenchman ought to be
"In these days when everya good draw here," said Mes- Total attendance to date in body talks about attendance at
new Busch Memorial Stadium
has reached 1.335,563 paid, "so their games," said Wagner.
this means that A record year "take a look at baseball figures
is coming up," said Richard . . . the game is really alive."
CHATHAM, England — (UPI)
Last year's full season in old
— A motorist dropped into a Wagner, director of promotions Busch Stadium reached attendand
sales
Cardinals.
for
the
bookstore to get a copy of book
ance of 958,424.
containing new road signs and
Wagner, who leaves next
when he returned to his car, month for a new job as general In a three - game series with
found a traffic officer who gave manager of the Forum Arena the Los Angeles Dodgers here
him a ticket for leaving his on the West Coast, said that a record 140,069 paid admiscar in a no-parking zone. He the Cardinal's best year was in sions.
was fined two pounds. ($5.60). 1949 when attendance reached The All - Star game in July

Too Late

DAILY

attracted 49,951 paid, and on
the July 9 "bat night" staged
by general manager Bob Howsam, 47,656 fans paid.
The Cardinal's "teen - night"
In May attracted 45,351, and a
doubleheader with the Philadelphia Phillies on July 19 brought
out 45,972 paid fans.

Rocky Opinion
HONOLULU — (UPI) — Former heavyweight champion
Rocky Marciano stopped here
after a trip to Australia and
was asked whether, in his
prime, he could have whipped
Cassis Clay.
"If I said I thought I could,
I'd be accused of boasting."
Marciano said. "If I thought I
couldn't, I'd be lying."

WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
If archouses in all leading U.S. Cities

I00'/. HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
# TO THE BUYING PUBLIC

100% Human Hair

IRO% HUMAN
HAIR WIG

WIGS

BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50% OR MORE

"

WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR

Our Wigs Are...
• Adjustable - Ventilated

SPECIAL
HANDMADE WIGS
$5995
25.00 Value

PHONE

FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG

•Finest Workmanship

MON CLAIRE INC.

OPEN DAILY
10:00 10 5:30
THURS. TR. 8:30

14 NO. MAIN STREET

527-3619

CORNER SOUTH COURT ST,

G;AlFt

1Waw 31::°

August 27, thru Sept. 5th

CO 3F0
1%11 JEN
The First Negro Used Car Dealership
IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE!
GRAND
OPENING
SPECIAL!
1960 CHEV.
2 DOOR, HARDTOP,
RADIO. HEATER EXTRA CLEAN

$850"

OWENS
MOTORS
2220
So. Bellevue

A New Name
in
SATISFACTION
FIRST NEGRO
Owned Auto Dealer

in Memphis
NEXT TO CLEABORNS
DRIVE IN RESTAURANT

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

MARRIED TO MRS. BETTY
MR. W. G. OWENS, A NATIVE

OWEN, RESIDING AT 1878

MEMPNIAN, GRADUATE OF

SO. ORLEANS STREET, WHO

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON AND

GRADUATED FROM.DOUGLAS

A PRODUCT OF TENNESSEE

HIGH AND ALSO TENNESSEE

STATE UNIVERSITY. THE

STATE UNIVERSITY. MR.

OWENS' ARE MEMBERS OF

OWENS IS ALSO A TEACHER

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE OF

AT LA ROSE SCHOOL AND

GOD IN CHRIST,

THE PARENTS OF FIVE
CHILDREN.

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
Ono year $6.00 Six months $3.50

and Thanks, To Those Persons and
Organizations Who Supported and
Voted For Me During The Recent

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1966

THE

HIGH VALUES

NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

2220 So. Bellevue
*rim Menai

Z1041

No.

1

NEXT TO CLEABORNS DRIVE IN

SW*

City
-

LOW PROFIT

OPEN 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00P.M.
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

OWENS MOTORS

1

TO

W. G. OWENS - OWNER

24
HOURS
SERVICE
-

•

-1*

942-9002
Res. 946-9448
.4

• •
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Pre-Nuptial Parties Held For Young Couple
Prior to the wedding of Miss mother and her pretty teenage Truvillus Hall,
John B. Carter, Mrs. C. S. Jones, Mrs. Leland
Anne Carolyn Burfurd and How- daughter Sylvia.
brother of the groom from D.C.: Atkins, Mrs. Robert S. Lewis,
ard Medical student Conwell The summcr luncheon was Bill Turner, a
friend of the Jr., Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs.
Banton "Bins" Carter the served from the dining room groom from Howard Medical Phillip Booth
and Mrs. C. C.
young pair were the inspiration table decorated with umbrellas
School; Atty. James 0. Patter- Sawyer.
for numerous pre-nuptial par- and other colciful shower para- son, Jr., Atty. Earnest McNeil,
The young couple dropped in
ties.
phernalia.
from Chicago; Danese and Bob- to meet the ladies and were off
On Wednesday afternoon On Friday evening the young bie Welch; Yvonne and Eddie to a
cabaret party given in their
prior to the wedding, the lovely couple was feted with an elab- Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Booker honor by the
bride's cousins
bride-elect, who is a student at orate cocktail party by Dr. and bride and matron of honor; Dr. Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford at their
Howard University, was feted Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., in their and Mrs. I. A. Watson, Jr., Mr.
Rose*ood Club. Guests attendwith a kitchen shower by Mrs. South Parkway home. The din- and Mrs. Frank Williams and ing in addition to
others we've
Horace Wallace at the home of ing room table was decorated Atty. J. 0. Patterson, Jr.
already named were Miss Mose
her mother, Mrs. ldonia K. An. with the bride's favorite color,
Yvonne Brooks and Robert B.
derson on Worthington Circle. pink and there was a white Later in the evening Mrs. Hooks, III.
James S. Byas, another nest
Indulging in girl talk and centerpiece of carnations with door neighbor of the Burfords T. Jones of the "Green Onions"
watching the radiant bride-elect pink streamers flowing from it. asked in the Links to meet the fame; Roberta Ratcliffe, Robopen her gifts were Julie Sa- Anne and Binx were the cen- grooms's mother and aunt who bie Herron, Maudette Brownlee,
Tony Walker, James Byes, Jr.,
ville, Jackie Brodnax, Linda ter of
attraction and were toas- are also Links and Links reHargraves, Beverly Greene, Si- ted many times over and over ding to the call were: Mrs. Julie Saville, Sallye June Bowman, Angela Flowers, Art Gilmone McAnulty, Jana Davis by Bill Speight
who assisted his Jewel Hulbert, Mrs. U. S. Bonds
Rowan, Sallye June Bowman,
liam, Mae Byes, "Skeets" Sanand
Mrs.
Thelma
Burke
Coates
parents in receiving, Lynn Howders, Linda Hargraves, Jana
Robbie Herron, Maudette ell with Dr. Bob
Thorpe, Dr. who drove over from Madison,
Brownlee, Angela Flowers, Mae Arthur Gipson, Pat and Harold Arkansas Mrs. Caffrey Bar- Rowan and the mother of the
Olivia Byas, and Mrs. Jewel Shaw and their house-guests
Glo- tholomew, Mrs. Hollis Price, bride-elect, Mrs. P. L. Burford.
Gentry Hulbert.
ria and Michele Thompso n,
The charming Mrs. Wallace Jane J ohnic a n, aunt of the
was assisted in receiving by her bride; Billy Keebles with Atty.
ST444ev

Helpful Hints For
Summertime Travel
That s u in in e r trip you've
been looking forward to can
turn into a disappointment if
you become even mildly ill
away from home.
A few simple precautions,
and pre-vacation visit to your
physician and dentist will
help keep you from missing
even one day of fun.
Vaccinations. This is a subject to discuss with the doctor
if you are going overseas. For
example, rigorous outdoor adventures in some parts of the
U.S. might call for a tetanus
s h o t. Immunization requirements vary with overseas regions; smallpox vaccination is
almost universally required.

STALLION LOUNGE
0rt. THE BLUE
32$ $eale St.
REDECORATED

••<estiroi6
321 Seel.

Optin,ng Hours - 11:00 A.M. hit 2.00 A.M. Doty
Mon. thru Sot.
Se,,,ng Good Food tt Elev•rages
Sundav Evertong Matine• Hour
800 P.M. — 1200 P.M.

LIVE MUSIC

thing or anything.
Don't swim out too far.
Dress for the climate.
• • •
And somewhere along the
line have some fun.

YOU HAVE VISITED THE REST
NOW VISIT THE BEST
Under Complete New Management

M.C. BROWN & CLAUDE STRONG, Props.

sNOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to vour door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOU
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming II ym weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

And typhoid protection will
Address.
be recommended where the
Number of papers wanted weekly-water supply is supect.
Phone
number
Medication. If you are on
regular prescription medic aMail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenesee
tion, such as antidiabetic drugs, •
.diuretics, heart drugs, etc.,
bring along your own supply.
t It may be difficult to have a
prescription refilled abroad.
01 Dental Checkup. Get those
cavities filled or those dentures
repaired.
Extra Glasses. For those who
depend on glasses an extra pair
is a wise precaution.
• • •
In spite of your best efforts,
there will still be mishaps and
physical inconveniences beyond the scope of your basic
illness-prevention progr a in.
- Some of these can be anticipated and plans made to cope with
them.
. • •
Different hours, new foods
and perhaps tensions, may often ad up to gastrointestinal
distress. Gastritis (or heartburn) calls for an antacid. Why
• not take some with you?
Bacterial infections s t e rnming from unclean hands are
a real hazard where soap is
• scarce, and it is scarce in most
of Europe, Latin America, and
Asia. Infections due to staphylococci, and some more exotic
; kinds of bacteria, have been
traced to unwashed hands.
•
So carry your own soap, or,
• even better, a container of an
: antibacterial skin cleanser, the
; same wash product that sur• goons and nurses depend for
scrub-up cleanliness in the hospital.
The film of germ-fighting
hexachlorophene it leaves on
the skin is also valuable for
• preventing infection of minor
cuts and bruises.
• • •
•
Some foods should be viewed
with suspicion, particularly in
hot weather. Cold cuts, eggs.
fish, dairy products and anything coated with mayonnaise
dressing can produce gastroenteritis, diarrhea, and worse
if left unrefrigerated at high
temperatures for a few hours.
• • •
Common sense doesn't come
in medicine bottles, of course,
with the Peldami UTA hSpeiVilda
If you wear to do all your own shifting, the 4.spred b,00d dose of it is necesyet a ::,
tilnise0-Matie Drive, which pored. be* ingied
lur you. Feirisor'i optional 4epred manual treasetiosary to get through summer
sutcenedc
siatties. Fur mows'gastdergba mem
NW
it
sioe (weliabis with V-r,) Whir iyachroalsed with
art lever heck to Low (1) and via OW*201
higher nuemerkel redo I. Ant gear. Giro Ism takeoff
travel in one piece.
(2) and into Ifigh or Drive tn):Per leiljemenis
• • •
tram atanding start. floorroossated denim*lin poi.
MR*.dimly snow ker te Prim rid gel
the reversenernr lavamm.
Don't get too muc:i sun.
FAIRLANIS
Avoid poison ivy.
FAIRLANIF
FAIRLANIS
Don't try to drink just any-

_Fairkine 500)

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!

'MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
ROSEDALE°

PEAS
17 Oz. CANS

BIF OR MOR WILSON

2
TOWELS
fin
2CHIFFON

LUNCHEON
MEAT

FOR'2.

NORTHERN

2 ROLL PliG

2LIpg

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

MARGARINE
2 LIMIT

SOFT
SPREAD

35
Lb.

_-•,1"4 FRED

MONTESI

puRa

PUREX
/1 2 GAL.

LAUNDRY BLEACH

With coupon and $5.00 additional Durations. Coupon *X.
pito. at Noon Aug. 31. One of each coupon per customer.
To redeem both coupons, takes a $10.00 additional pure
chase, excluding value of coupon merchandise. (Fresh
compliance with
milk products, and tobacco, •xcluded
some
state laws.)

.r.

MONTESI

FRED

/
12* GAL
WITH. COUPON

KRAFT

At A Special Low Price

For Fairlane's Sale of the Year

ONLY .... $
2095

BREAST 0 CHICKEN
FOLGER'S

CORE

b

Record high sales for the
quarter of 1966 were resecond
'
ported by Pepsi-Cola General
Bottlers, Inc.
Sales for the first six months
reached $22,857,651 an increase
of 6 per cent over sales of
$21,545,606 in the first half of
165.
Second quarter sales of $12.•
831,290 were 3 per cent greater
than the $12,457,178 figure, of
last year.
• Six month earnings were
$745,083 (49 cents per share)
compared with last year's $W.- 155 (56 cents per share)

$000

71/4 Oz.

CRISCO j,
c

VEGETABLE.
SHORTENING
WITH COUPON

FRED MONTESI

CRISCO

39t

3 LB. CAN
With coupon end $5.00 additional purchase, excludfne
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
:<:. tobacco also excluded in compliance with state low).
One coupon per customer. Coupon expires Wednesday,
Noon, August 31.

y5

FRED

$5000
/ PER MONTH

DOWN

UNA

Lb.

2 LIMIT

Finance Plan To Fit Everyone's Pocket

Pepsi Sales
$22,857,651

tc-

MEMPHIS. LARGEST FOOD Si ORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)

MONTESI

t ..

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So ...
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!

FRED MONTESI

BISCUITS

BETTER BUT AT

HERFIF FORD
1

62450 SUMMER AVE.

63A Oz.
TUBE

458-1151
se

•

•

Aeeeeeeee444

444 4

tee. urn.,

1401,111410111
4010061.011011,

'4
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be made possible by a federal
grant.
President Price said "the
work of students at LeMoyne is
on the upgrade." The preFreshman orientation program
conducted during summer
months at the college "has done
Fletcher,
Dr. Hollis Price, president of fall will be William T.
a lot of good and there will be
D.
Ph.
the
awarded
was
who
reporteddates
LeMoyne College,
A meeting of the newly or- who served between those
this very few freshman dropouts bely has estimated that the degree in mathematics
admitted.
are
of
Post
graduates
of cause of academics," he added.
recent
University
Two
the
at
summer
ganized American Legion
reach
may
school's enrollment
With the rising competition in
High
Founded in 1870 by the AmerWashington
Miss
is
T.
returning
Booker
SubdiviAlso
670 this Fall. This would mean Idaho.
of the Walker Homes
the law on maters pertaining
Missionary Association of
ican
basic
just
completed
has
school recently
increase of some 3 students Martell D. Trigg, who
sion will be held Saturday, Aug- to Veterans' welfare, and the
nal Church
Congregatio
Tex- an
the
AFB,
s
Lacitland
requirement
at
training
basic
completed
durover the number enrolled
and children of veterof Christ),
Church
United
to
assigned
(now
been
sociust 27, at 4 p.m. at the home widows
have
in
and
degree
as,
ing the first semester of last for the Ph. D.
what is needed when the
is fully accredited by
training.
LeMoyne
further
Tenof
of Mr. and Mrs. Mattie Lewis, ans to
for
University
bases
the
at
ology
year.
comes on voting on these
- the Southern Association of Col3362 Alta road, according to time
Five years ago LeMoyne's en-' nessee. There are approximate
is incumbent on Legion
a
The airmen are Clarence 0'
Grover C. Burson, Legion Com- bills, it
40 members on the LeMoyne leges and Schools and is
members to be present, Mr.
Mayes, son of Mrs. Sarah 0' rollment was around 500.
Negro
United
the
of
member
mander.
faculty.
lY
Classes for the 1966 67 term'
Burson said.
Mayes of 928-F McDowell at.,
LeMoyne will receive addi- College Fund and the CooperaAll veterans of the Walker
Mr. Burson emphasized "It
and Albert D. Farmer, son of will begin Sept. 12, following
faculty assistance from tive College Development Protional
scheduled
memView
Homes area of the Lake
is very important that all
Mrs. Elizabeth Farmer of 477 faculty conferences
1
for Sept. 6-7, and the student University of Iowa which will gram.
bers be present as there are Garden area and vicinities, are
Beale St.
be
meetto
registration period, Sept. 8 - 1.
offices
Saturday
invited to the
present.
blanks in the Post
has been
O'Mayes
Airman
imporTuition for the new school
other
as
ing.
well
filled, as
Mrs. Ethel Ray Murphy is
new
assigned to Cannon AFB, N. M. year will be $570, representing
tant matters to come before the A proposed name for the
the
with
training
job
Price
the
on
Dr.
Carlow
for
$65.
an increase of
chairman of Women's D a y,
Legion Post is John
group."
a said the college will increase
as
Air
Command
Tactical
C.
John
Sgt.
of
honor
in
Harris,
Mrs. Alice Smith co-chairman,
fire protection specialist.
All veterans, WACs, WAVES, Harris, who was killed July 21,
aid available to students.
and Mrs. Sarah Echols secrehonorserved
who
LeMoyne provides around
or SPARs,
1965 in Viet Nam. The name
tary.
Airman Farmer, who was
$40,00 a year in scholarships
ably between April, 1917 and will be discussed at the meet- MANAGEMENT PLACEMENT tion in Detroit. Since joining
be
will
honors,
with
graduated
as
needy
November 11, 1918; or during ing.
well
Rev. Claude Smith is pastesCOORDINATOR — Leon Mardi- the company in 1964, be has trained as an aircraft mainte- for talented as
Union,
in
$113,90
and
sum
of
reports
The
Singing
personnel
a
students.
been
the church.
the period between December
United
of
recentThe
appointed
been
has
man
1945,
specialist at Amarillo Federal funds was made avail7, 1941, and September 2,
t placement procedures analyst. Born and nance
Singers
managemen
Majestic
a
as
ly
the
featuring
27,
AFB, Tex.
able .to the college in June of
and June 25, 1950 to July
coordinator in the personnel raised in Detroit, he is a gradwho
The schools to which the this year to provide campus and and The Spiritual Pilgrims,
University.
State
Wayne
of
uate
1953, and men or women
CorporaChrysler
the
of
office
of
are
part
and
youth are assigned
off-campus jobs for needy stu- will be presented in a program
may remain in the service
-the hundreds the Air Training dents. This project is known as on Sunday. August A( at the
Command conducts to provide the Student Work-Study Pro- Prospect Park Baptist church.
technically trained personnel gram. Dean Lionel A. Arnold
Appearing with the singers
for the nation's aerospace force. said the college is planning to
support of the annual Womin
of
courses
Increase the number
Day program will be Mrs.
en's
offered in psychology and will
Warford, the booking BECKER FL'RNITUFtE, CO., 170111
change the name of its division Lillian
Fins
Lamar Ave. Pb. 272-3615.
agent.
Baptist
Used and New Furniture, Refrigeraof education to the division of
Salem-Gilfield
The
and
Pianos.
tors,
Stoves,
education and psychology. He The public is invited to be
church will feature "RendezGeorge W. Lee, Grand Corn- half dollars have been raised
said a course in accounting,
vous with the Natural Look" at misioner of Education for the by dedicated men and women
Fash- International Brotherhood Prostarted last year, will be conInstallation services for Ada- its tenth annual Tea and
28, tective Order of the Elks of the of the antlered herd throughout
August
Sunday,
Adatinued. LeMoyne created a phyand
ion Show on
mont Lodge No. 204
the states and regions covered
p.m.
be
sics department two years ago.
of
goal
will
a
6
to
announced
7
4
No.
has
World,
from
Chapter
mont
chair- $60,000
A half-million dollar Student
in scholarships for by the Negro Elks, which
held on Thursday night, Sept.1, Mrs. Attee Williams,
some of bright young students has about proves the Negro's capacity
Center, due to be completed in
AIR CONDITIONED SHOP
at the Masonic Hall at 198 S. man of fashions, says
the been reached.
and willingness to do for himFebruary, 1967, will add to the
1745 CASTAL IA
Fourth st. beginning at 7:30 the best-dressed women of
WH 8-9262
life of the college, President
city will model fall and winter
Mr. Lee self..
year,"
last
to
"Prior
Music will be rendered by the fashions with natural hair stated, "our department gave "I believe," Mr. Lee said,
Price said. The two-level center
MR. ALBERT GOFFMAN
will contain dining areas, a 250Crawford Sisters and the South- styles and some wigs. Children an average of seven new schol- "that the future of the Negro
seat Little Theatre, offices and
ern Female Chorus. A sermone- will be seen in back-to-school arships a year.
lies in fishing with the thin net
exceptionally
lounges.
tte will be delivered by Rev. W. clothes.
"Our 1966 Scholarship Roll of education for
ern Female Chorus. A serReturning to the faculty in the
The grand march with 38 will contain the names of more endowed young men and womLOAN OFFICE
their full pomonette will be delivered by women of the church will start
developing
and
en
our
which
to
students
75
than
officers
Rev. W. B. Heagman,
at 4 p.m. The captains are rais- order will extend scholarship tentials."
162464-16S BEILE ST.
TEETHING PAIN
will be installed by Bill Eddins. ing the money, and will be di- aid in addition to the 44 stuThe feature of the Grand
I
ot
Mil
loos
fey
mothers
es
Baby
OA/5L
vided into 19 pairs.
dents already on roll which will Lodge program will be a banloomd Put on -1)4;41's gee* RIKOIAsseeded
CLARENCE 0911AYES
Refreshments will be served.
MONEY TO LOAN
by many pelf lathe rens. Easy .
s...t as, Brings
The public is invited to the make a total of 119 students re- quet saluting state presidents
askare
chapter
vl prolonged re
The lodge and
corner
the
at
affair to be held
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
scholar- who have raised $500 or more
he/. Ass your
:
...-e
ing that each member bring a of Crump and Florida. Some 25 ceiving aid from the
Dr.
ry
a
pea
im
fund.
secist
ter
e
scholarship
are
the
five
for
ship fund. Of these,
friend.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
door prizes will be given away. white students," he said.
Kenneth W. Clement, a diplo• ora-jel°
be
will
of
Board
American
Miss Barbara Turner
the
of
mat
William Fleming W. M. is In
Since 1925, this effort of the
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
charge, James Johnson is sec- narrator for the show. Mrs. IBOEW has recruited high Surgeons and a fellow of the
Surgeons,
of
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
retary, Robert Spraggins pro- Brown is chairman.
school students to speak on American College
gram chairman, and Willie Rev. A. L. McCargo is pastor some phase of the American will be the principal speaker.
I of the church.
ALL LOANS CONFTDENTL4L JA 6-1450•
Hobson R. Reynolds, Grand
Dockins reporter.
Constitution to arouse the Negro fro mhis complacency and Exalted Ruler, presented the
teach him the privileges and "Alumnus of the Year" award
RAMON'S HOME FOOD SERVICE
concessions set down in this to William T. Patrick, Jr., durWe Have Opening For 2 Men-Age 22-35
historical document. More than ing the National Oratorical ConMust Have Owe COT and Be Neat In Appearance With A Good
1,295 students speak each year test held on Monday night at
Personality.
-on hotel. Mr.
to acollective audience of more the Stal'
No Experience N•cessary
TERMITES-ROACHES
• ,r of the
Patrick
than 500,000 people.
See Mr. Snell 930 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. At 200 North Cleveland
RATER BOGS-RATS
of
.e
City
In the 41 years of the Depart- Common
NO PHONE CALLS
Masai sod Raided
na Elks
ment of Education's existence, Detroit an
US BEFORE YOU ARE
CALL
1831.
in
Scholarship
one
and
million
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
more than two
WARRASSED
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

13TW Grads. Lemoyne College Finds
Reassigned
Enrollment Moving Up
After Basic

New Legion Post To
Hold Meet Saturday

United Singing
Union To Present
Program Sunday

25 Door Prizes

To Be Awarded
I nstalllation
To Be Held At At Fashion-Tea
Masonic Hall

CLASSIFIED
ADS

Elks Nea ng $60,000
Goal For Scholarships

BARBER WANTED PLENTY OF WORK

EPSTEIN

PEST

arsoffiguis co:

NoPayment til Aprir6
Frigidaire Air Conditioner
NO

CALL

ALBERT FARMER

MONEY
DOWN

Y
TOR
FAC
from
IVED
RECE
T
JUS
D
LOA
CAR
1-

Why Sacrifice Quality When You Can Get Frigidaire at is ;k 1, Low Prices?
24,000 BTUs

QUIET OPERATION

1111111111111W111111
WORM UT US—
1/1* .___lholdepal Wog Predierly.
WW1 Yew Air Cattelitimer. so Y..

BRAND NEW
12,000 BTUs
22•3

VW Primer Alt CeedfNeedir Yee Need
Ceiba All se Gee Issy.fir-Pey
Caldron.

VOITS

EXTRA POWER

*199

TO COOL HOME
OR SMALL BUSINESS

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PM. FA 7.4033

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONVINIENT

LOCATIONS
vv.tron .01111$ Ina
11 1/IiiiiNTI4l
.11 ,

ntRvi(I

Me Largest
Ftigidsr• Dealer
in atid&sitli

I-lave- Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do ItI

FREE

,
ice
Deirrr.y Se

1.Year Service

of Fiiia idare Par•s
,v Wel-South

r
"
aillikegerWeliebs

Serving Memphis Area
Far Ovec20 T s

90-Day Terms
Ho Carrying C..holt•

1 1 Yea,-

Se,v ,ce

Award Frani

Frigidare

P

The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
each Thursday at the following locations:
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
Speedy Delivery
862 Wellington
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
527-8150
IN GRO.
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
1297 Lauderdale
3092 Chelsea
KLONDYKE
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
FOOD CENTER
2547 Brood Avenue
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
BELL'S SUNDRY
Fresh Meats & Veg.
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
Free Delivery Open 7 Days 1293
Vollentine
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
272-31 1 2
Free Delivery
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
L & H Sundry
324-9126
142 Silveroge
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College

DAVIS REXACL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett

Tra ined Mechanics

10 Roche Dispatched
Setvice Tracks

We Scivice
What We Sell'

Order iiy Phone
Ireemeliere Delivery

Factisty

1

Ransom on Summer. Andy Sawyer on Summer.
SAME* Lois Gatlin, Jr. on Sommer, Jim Crain on Summer. Clarence
McGlothlin, Manager, Whitehaven.
O.
MU Reese in Whitehaven, Dave Bennett in Whitehaven. T.

All Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily

EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Rood

CALL JA 6-8397

.

JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.

COO
ACEAPPLIANCE
R G. KINKLE
L. E. GATLIN

HAWKINS GRILL
.1247 E. McLemore

.IiLENTT OFFREE PARKING

3431 SUMMER
lly Phew*
inornoilitits Delivery
Order

lisesies NeVesiel diedl 1441dipe4

Phone 3244406

WHITEHA YEN
475;

Phone 396-0995

FRAYSER
ji•s 71,ornes Hwy St

JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
No.

Photo 3511-4585

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines &Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648

GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
ORIOLE DRUG
1101 Firestone
1014 Mississippi
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
942-1712
2533 Pork Ave.
Pres. & Del. Service
324- 9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue

e

176 11178 SEAL STREET SA 6-5300,

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDEri\
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance

.

OWE DAY FREE

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath

Here etre Some of the Reasons Why More
and More People Buy from Ace Appliance Co.
T k s Larclett Ste, k

FFICE

CAN YOU USE

We have a Frigidaire Air Conditioner to fit every need and ptirNe
.

01. EVERS

THAN'S
LOAN

POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 2
209 Beale

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pre. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD LINGON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale

WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
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